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(hereinafter also referred to as SDIC, the
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31, 2018. Some events took place beyond the
above scope.
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Message
from the Chairman
Bearing the brunt is the most fundamental social responsibility of
central SOEs.
Over the past year, we have been guided by Xi Jinping's
Thought of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New
Era and courageously committed to promoting high-quality
development. The company achieved a profit of 19.3 billion
RMB yuan and a total asset of 582.3 billion RMB yuan, making
a new high. It has been awarded the A-rating in the annual
performance assessment conducted by the State-owned
Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the
State Council(SASAC) for 14 consecutive years and has been
awarded Excellently Performing Enterprise for four consecutive
terms. Over the past year, we have insisted on the philosophy
of addressing inadequacies for a better life and guiding the
emerging industries, changing the way and adjusting the
structure, and successfully realizing the transformation of old
and new driving force. As of the end of 2018, the proportion
of forward-looking strategic industry and financial service &
other services has amounted to over 50%, and the company
has successfully achieved transformation and development.

The year of 2018 witnesses a year of implementation
of the spirit of the 19th CPC Party Congress and China’s
40th anniversary of reform and opening up. Since
the establishment, under the strong leadership of
the CPC Central Committee and the State Council,
SDIC has been determined to reform and innovate
to take responsibility and to continuously improve
its strategic capabilities in serving the country.
Especially since the 18th CPC Party Congress, under
the guidance of the new development concept, SDIC
has continuously adjusted its structure and optimized
its layout. The cumulative investment in clean energy,
strategically emerging industries, financial services
and other services industries has exceeded 80%. SDIC
has given play to the unique role of state-owned
capital investment companies in guiding investment
orientation, assisting economic restructuring, and
implementing capital management.
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We adhere to the reform and development direction of stateowned capital investment companies and enhance our ability
to serve China’s national strategy. We continuously improve the
establishment of a corporative, professional, and differentiated
management system, and promote the pilot reform of stateowned capital investment companies in depth and width. The
pilot reforms have been highly recognized by the Central Deep
Reform Office and the State Council Reform Supervision Team.
SDIC always serves the national strategies such as targeted
poverty alleviation, coordinated development of Beijing-TianjinHebei, and actively responds to the construction of Xiong'an New
District, Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area and
Hainan Free Trade Zone, as well as the Belt & Road Initiative. In
2018, SDIC successfully participated in the equity diversification
reform of China National Pharmaceutical Group Corporation
and thus effectively exerted the role of state-owned capital
investment company. SDIC also signed a strategic cooperation
agreement with the Ministry of Science and Technology, the
former AQSIQ, and the Chinese Academy of Sciences to promote
the establishment of a strategic platform for innovation-driven
development, accelerate the investment layout of advanced
manufacturing industries and help to implement the strategy of
a strong manufacturing country. The advanced manufacturing
industry investment fund was recognized as "excellent" by Statefunded performance evaluation in the first investment year.
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Protection with
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We insist on making strategy in advance and continuously improving the quality
of development. We focus on the four strategic business units, promote business
structure optimization to ensure the preservation and appreciation of state-owned
assets. The basic industry has been further consolidated. The forward-looking strategic
industry has achieved breakthrough development. The financial service and other
services has developed steadily. Its international business has achieved new progress.
In 2018, SDIC Gaoxin made an offer to acquire CHSR, and YAPP Automotive Parts was
successfully listed. SDIC Health's Beijing and Guangzhou senior people care projects
were put into operation. Shanghai and Guiyang senior people care projects won the
bid. Its senior people health industry took a solid step. SDIC Testing & Certification
Co.,Ltd. was established and actively participated in the reform of the inspection and
testing industry to serve the country's high-quality development goals.
We practice green and low-carbon development to make our own effort in building
ecological civilization. SDIC continues to increase investment in clean energy such
as hydropower, wind power and photovoltaics etc., and accelerate the construction
of a world-class complementary clean energy demonstration base in the Yalong
River Basin combining wind power, hydropower and photovoltaics. We promotes the
development and utilization of biomass energy by reorganizing Jilin Alcohol Group
and thus making SDIC Biotech the largest supplier of fuel ethanol in China. SDIC has
increased investment in environmental protection, acquired China Water Environment
Group and established a SDIC environmental protection platform. We proactively
implement ecological restoration and protect biodiversity. SDIC develops circular
economy such as seawater desalination and urban minerals to save energy and
reduce carbon emissions.
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The year 2019 marks the 70th
anniversary of the founding of
New China. It is a crucial year
for achieving a moderately
prosperous society in an all-round
way. We will accelerate the pace
of building a world-class capital
investment company with global
competitiveness, celebrate the
70th anniversary of the founding
of the People's Republic of China
with outstanding achievements
and make new and greater
contributions to the goal set for
the 100th anniversary for the
founding of the CPC and PRC.

We have solidly promoted targeted poverty alleviation for the goal of a well-off
society in an all-round way. We implement poverty alleviation efforts by promoting
labor export from poverty-stricken areas, skills training, poverty alleviation through
consumption, and “insurance + futures” to help the poor. In 2018, SDIC earmarked
62.38 million RMB yuan in poverty alleviation, among which 36.087 million RMB yuan
was targeted assistance fund, an increase of 36% year-on-year, helping 20,202
registered poor households. The Industrial Development Fund in Poverty-stricken
Areas and the Central SOEs Industrial Investment Funds in Poverty-stricken Areas
co-established and managed by SDIC have invested in 103 projects. When they are
put into operation, they will directly or indirectly provide 480,000 jobs for people in
poverty-stricken areas, increase income of poor people by 3.2 billion RMB yuan and
increase government revenue by 1.5 billion RMB yuan.
We insist on serving the Belt & Road Initiative and becoming a global corporate citizen.
SDIC proactively integrates into the globalization process, continuously expands
the scope of overseas direct investment, international engineering contracting and
international trade to enhance international cooperation. In 2018, SDIC acquired the
Jordan Arab Potash Corp. and Tialoc Singapore. It took solid steps to implement the
Belt & Road Initiative. At the first Import Expo, SDIC has signed import agreements
with foreign traders from 15 countries including Australia, Canada, Mexico, Pakistan,
and etc., with a trade volume of 6 billion RMB yuan. The company attaches
great importance to operating in compliance, actively fulfilling overseas social
responsibility, safeguarding human rights, protecting the environment, enthusiasm
in public welfare. It promotes sustainable economic and social development and join
hand with local people to build a beautiful and happy home.

Wang Huisheng
Chairman of SDIC
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SDIC Has Successfully
Achieved Transformation
and Development!
Even after looking back, 2018 is destined to become a year worth remembering in the history
of SDIC.
In the historic year of China's 40th anniversary of reform and opening up, SDIC successfully
achieved its basic goal of the 3rd Revolution, namely the proportion of forward-looking
strategic industries and financial service & other services industries has exceeded 50% for the
first time. Since the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, more than 80%
of its new investment goes to clean energy, newly emerging industries and financial services
& other services with its business layout restructured and investment areas expanded.
On January 17th, 2019, at the 2019 Annual Conference of SDIC Group, Chairman Wang
Huisheng solemnly announced that SDIC successfully achieved transformation and
development! For this moment, SDIC has paid eight years endeavor.

Dilemma and
Breakthrough:
Proposing the
Development
Ideas of Six
Transformations

Everything should start from the year 2011. At that time, SDIC's Second Pioneering
Campaign entered the 9th year. Against the background of the domestic
strategies of West-East power transmission project, development of the western
region and development of agriculture, over 20 large projects represented by
Yalong River Hydropower and SDIC Luobupo Potash were in full swing. Corporate
profits provided ample cash flow and lucrative profits for SDIC.
In the eyes of outsiders, without monopoly resources and specific industry
support, SDIC could be self-sufficient by its coal, electricity and large ports
projects. The SDIC leadership analyzed that it is difficult to continue to rely on
traditional industries such as power generation, coal, ports and traditional
development methods. It must find new business breakthroughs. Chairman
Wang Huisheng pointed out that SDIC would be pathetic if it could only rely on
coal-mining and power generation when the whole society was advancing new
industries such as smart manufacturing in 5 to 10 years.
However, focusing on traditional industries such as power generation, coalmining and ports for years, rapid development is accompanied by huge inertia.
To reverse the direction of the entire giant train, we need constant innovation and
reform from the idea, action to talent and management.
The sense of crisis and urgency are always lingering in the hearts of the SDIC
leadership. SDIC leadership always pay attention to the major policies of the
country and judge the internal and external development situation of the
company. After rounds of discussions and exchanges, SDIC leadership reached
a consensus and made up their minds to propose a development strategy of Six
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Transformations, namely transforming from domestic market to overseas market, from traditional
industries to emerging industries, from the developing China’s west to the all-round development
of the whole country, from general industries to unique industries, from self-centered to marketoriented, from asset management to capital management. The curtain of the third industrial
transformation of SDIC has been lifted.

Six Transformations

overseas market

domestic market

emerging industries

traditional industries

From

the developing China‘s west
general industries
self-centered
asset management

To

the all-round development of
the whole country
unique industries
market-oriented
capital management
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Breaking Down and Transforming:
Forming Four Strategic Units
In order to break industrial barrier, SDIC must first identify its point of strength. SDIC has found two sharp knives
in the investment and financial sectors. The first sharp knife is SDIC Fund Management Co., Ltd., which was
established by SDIC in 2009 with a capital of 300 million RMB yuan. SDIC Fund is a private equity management
company that used to be relatively rare in China at that time. Through testing the waters of fund investment,
SDIC Fund inserted a "wedge" in the forward-looking strategic industries to explore the leading edge of the
emerging technology fields. Another sharp knife appeared in 2013 in which SDIC Holdings acquired Essence
Securities and entered the financial sector.

In the following years, SDIC's four strategic units
gradually formed their own clear development paths
In the forward-looking strategic industry, on the one hand, SDIC reorganized China Gaoxin
Investment Group and SDIC High-Tech Investment, and established China SDIC Gaoxin Industrial
Investment Corp., Ltd.. SDIC Gaoxin serves as a platform for SDIC to conduct its business in five fund
companies, namely SDIC Fund, SDIC Chuangyi Fund, SDIC Unity Capital, SDIC Venture Capital and Haixia
Capital, forming a diversified pattern of VC, PE, FOF, policy-specific funds and regional funds. SDIC
Gaoxin focuses on advanced manufacturing, environmental protection, big health and information
technology etc. to provide full life cycle equity investment to the strategically emerging technology
enterprises. These funds have invested in many unicorn companies such as the Cambricon Technology,
Ningde Times, and Innovent. On the other hand, SDIC conducts direct investment in areas such as
health, urban environmental protection and biomass energy, and conducts forward-looking layout in
the field of people's livelihood. SDIC Health and SDIC Bio-tech have been established in these eight
years.
In the field of financial service and other services, on the one hand, with SDIC Capital Co., Ltd.
(referred to as SDIC Capital) as the core, SDIC formed a big money control pattern for traditional
financial license clusters, which include securities, trusts, funds and property insurance. On the
other hand, SDIC has laid out its businesses in other services such as engineering design, asset
management, consulting and property management. In 2017, SDIC Guopin was formally established to
provide first-class human resources services to more large customers.
In the international business field, with the proposal of the Belt & Road Initiative, SDIC has also
stepped up its pace, steadily expanded international cooperation and increased its overseas direct
investment, international engineering contracting and international trade etc.. In the past eight years,
SDIC has established an overseas fund management platform to complete acquisitions or investments
in UK offshore wind power, Indonesia Banten thermal power plant and Jordan Arab Potash Fertilizer.
SDIC also built several national-level projects in Bangladesh, Ethiopia and other countries. Through the
purchase of cotton, cotton yarn, wool and other commodities around the world, SDIC promoted the
coordinated development of the global economy.
In the field of basic industries, the transformation is also constantly increasing and iteratively
upgrading. Through the overall withdrawal of coal-mining and shipping business, and increasing
investment layout in the clean energy sector, SDIC continues to reduce backward production capacity,
improve asset quality and finetune its business structure.
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Fission and Polymerization:
Pilot Reform of State-Owned Capital Investment Companies
The four strategic business units have developed rapidly. The business scope has continued to expand. The
total assets and financial assets under its management have continued to grow. SDIC initiated a development
model combining capital management and asset management.
From 2013 to 2018, the total assets of SDIC increased from 348.1 billion RMB yuan to 582.3 billion RMB yuan, and
the total profit increased from 11.5 billion RMB yuan to 19.3 billion RMB yuan, an average annual increase of
11%. The continuous growth has brought about the fission of the management structure, which has prompted
the management of SDIC to be constantly adjusted. On the one hand, SDIC has adjusted its management
elements and optimized management processes. On the other hand, SDIC has constantly innovated its talent
management mechanisms, improved personnel training systems and distribution mechanisms. SDIC has
gradually established a collective, professional, and differentiated management and control system to ensure
the continued, healthy and efficient operation of the entire Group.
Since the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, a new round of SOEs reform has emerged.
SDIC has been listed as the first batch of reform of state-owned capital investment companies by SASAC. Taking
this as an opportunity, the SDIC system has summarized the management experience over the years and
explored the functional orientation, institutional mechanism and operation mode of the state-owned capital
investment company. The company has also summarized the reform experience of direction trial, mechanism
trial, management trial and supervision trial, which not only clarifies the overall development orientation and
direction of SDIC, but also fully activates the market vitality of the secondary enterprises..

2018

SDIC realized a profit of

19.3 billion RMB yuan

2017

SDIC realized a profit of

18.2 billion RMB yuan

2018
Total assets
2017

SDIC has been awarded
by SASAC for

58.2 billion RMB yuan
493.6 billion RMB yuan

6%

year-on-year growth

18%

year-on-year growth

A-rating in the annual performance assessment conducted

14 consecutive years

"I think the reason why SDIC can make such achievements is reform and innovation, which is not only the needs of the times,
but also the methodology of development. Another reason is affirmative and forward-looking strategy to adjust SDIC’s business
structure with the purpose of serving the national strategy. " The remarks of Wang Huisheng, SDIC Chairman of the Board of
Directors, is the ultimate mystery why SDIC could maintain its high growth for so many years and successfully transform under
pressure.
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SDIC's Transformation and Development Report (In 2018)
Looking back on 2018, SDIC adhered to the orientation of serving the national strategy and social needs, unswervingly
implementing the new development concept, constantly optimizing its business structure, making every effort to promote highquality development, and addressing inadequacies for a better life and guiding the emerging industries with concrete action. SDIC
has played the role of guiding the newly emerging industries, with 13 billion RMB yuan basic investment and 31.9 billion RMB yuan
long-term equity investment.

SDIC makes breakthrough in emerging industries with strategic
significance
SDIC promotes the integration of fund investment and majority holding investment, focuses on the
development of advanced manufacturing, big health, urban environmental protection and biomass etc.

The basic industry continues to exert strength
SDIC focuses on the energy industry based on power generation, ports, railways and
pipelines and strategically rare mineral resources.

The first batch of gold
ingots was successfully
produced by the anode
mud treatment workshop of
SDIC Jincheng Metallurgical
Refining Plant.

SDIC Power's Beijiang Phase II project was
successfully launched.
Yarlong River Hydropower's Lianghekou
and Yangfanggou projects were
proceeded smoothly.

Energy
Industry

re
Ra es
lly rc
ca ou
gi Res
te
ra al
St ner
i
M

Sanming City Resource
Recycling Base Project is
invested by SDIC Minguang
Resources Co., Ltd.. Its
first phase project under
construction would process
and dispatch 300,000
tons of scrap steel, recycle
10,000 scrapped vehicles,
and sort out 30,000 tons of
non-ferrous metal. Once
the first phase reaching
design capacity, the annual
operating income will be
540 million RMB yuan,
the tax payment will be
0.8 billion RMB yuan, and
more than 200 jobs will be
created.

Successfully acquired 300,000 kilowatts of
photovoltaics in Yunnan.

The terminal of SDIC Beihai
Power Plant was opened
and passed the inspection of
Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous
Region.

SDIC Gaoxin successfully acquired the
China High Speed Rail.

Successfully acquired China Water
Environment Group.

YAPP Automotive Parts Co., Ltd. got
successfully listed.

SDIC Bio-tech reorganized Jilin Alcohol

Established the first national-level
military-civilian integration platform.

The power sector produced
billion RMB yuan

151.7 billion kWh with a profit of 9.73

The transportation sector completed a port throughput of
tons with a profit of

2.16 billion RMB yuan
1 billion RMB yuan

240 million

Group. Tieling Project started and put into
trial production in the same year.

The second phase of the Advanced
Manufacturing Fund was approved by
the State Council.
Invested in Ningde Times, Cambricon
Technology and many other unicorn
companies

Information
Technology
Industry

Big Health
Industry

Participated in the pilot reform of
diversified equity of Sinopharm Group.
SDIC Health's Beijing and Guangzhou
elderly care projects successfully
operated and won the bid for publicprivate collaboration elderly care
projects in Shanghai and Guiyang

In 2018

Mining sector achieves a profit of
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The SDIC Meizhouwan Port
Railway sub-line was officially
opened. The four channels
of water-water transfer, road
transport, direct power supply
plant and sea-rail multimodal
transport were officially opened.
They connected coal, electricity,
port and transportation services
and provided 7.2 million tons of
coal to users along the inland
railway.
China's first LNG tank container
bulk transportation started at
the SDIC Yangpu Port to fill the
blank transportation gap of
domestic LNG tanks.

Tra
ns
In por
du ta
str tio
y n

The test output of the first
horizontal well of SDIC Shale
Gas in western Chongqing
was 456,700 square
meters per day, which
was a breakthrough in the
exploration and evaluation
of western Chongqing.

Environmental
Protection and New
Energy Industry

Advanced
Manufacturing

SDIC Intelligence Co., Ltd. cooperates with
China Unicom, China Telecom and IWC
to develop a new generation of Internet
data center.
SDIC Intelligence led the establishment
of SDIC Yuantong Network Technology
Co., Ltd. to provide products and services
for the members of the Professional
Committee of the China Investment
Association and also provide products
and services of tourism, elderly care,
financial management, shopping malls,
conference and business trip for clients.

In 2018
The fund management scale is
sector invests

158.73 billion RMB yuan, and the fund

14.38 billion RMB yuan in the whole year.

Realized a profit of

399 million RMB yuan
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Steady development of the financial and service industries

Securities
Essence Securities has
been awarded Class
A Grade A by China
Securities Regulatory
Commission (CSRC) for
ten consecutive years.

Trust

China National Investment & Guaranty Corporation (China I&G)'s
"Xinyijia" L/G platform has been launched, and it has issued
electronic tender guarantees for enterprises in Beijing, Dalian,
Dazhou and other provinces and cities. It has released deposit
funds for bidding enterprises, and effectively reduced the burden
on small and medium-sized enterprises.

Futures

SDIC Taikang Trust won
the "2018 Excellent
Charity Trust Plan" award
from Securities Times.

Essence Futures has been
awarded Class A Grade AA
rating by CSRC for three
consecutive years.

Finance

SDIC Finance maintains an industry
Class A rating.
SDIC Finance extends the industrial
chain financial service pilot, and the
financial service innovation capability
is enhanced.

Architectural Design

China Electronic Engineering Design Institute(CEEDI)
successfully settled in the Xiong'an Design Center.

In 2018
Total assets of financial service and
other services reached

Consultation Service
Realized a profit of

The SDIC Guopin was
established to promote
the cooperation of
human resources and
"Iguopin" website
successfully operated.

China National Investment Consulting
Co., Ltd. successfully completed the
project of China Xiong'an Group's
bidding procurement standard system
document and provided high-quality
electronic procurement services for
China Xiong'an Group.

263.49

SDIC Trade Co., Ltd. signed
contracts worth of 6 billion
RMB yuan at the 1st Import
Expo.

SDIC Mining
Investment Co., Ltd.
acquired 28% stake in
Arab Potash Corp. and
became its largest
shareholder.

SDIC Trade successfully
held the 30th China
International Wool Textile
Conference.

SDIC Power acquired
the UK Amber onshore
wind power project.
The overseas
financing capacity of
Rongshi International
has further improved.
Its overseas fund pool
system has officially
put into operation.
SDIC Zhonglu
completed the
acquisition of the
APPOL Group in
Poland. The M&A
project was included
in the List of Results
of the 7th Summit
between China and
Central & Eastern
European Countries.

International
Engineering
Contracting

6 A-share listed companies

Holding

1 H-share listed company

Holding

1 overseas listed company
3 listed companies in

the financial service & other services

International
Trade

In 2018

5.39 billion RMB

Holding

SDIC Trade promoted RMB
cross-border settlement
and became the first
company in China to
purchase additional
Kazakhstan wheat by
means of RMB settlement.

Overseas
Direct
Investment

The total revenue of international
business was

yuan

Among which,
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SDIC focuses on overseas direct investment, international engineering contracting and international trade.

billion RMB yuan
Human Resources Service

Serving with
Sincere Heart

Guarantee

China I&G also initiated a rural property rights trading center to
support inclusive finance.

Other
Services

Protection with
Dedicated Heart

New progress in international business

SDIC engages in financial services such as securities, banks, funds, trusts, insurance, guarantees, futures, financial leasing
etc. and steadily carries out other business such as engineering design, asset management, consulting, and property
management.

Financial
sector

Operation with
Ingenious Heart

37.6 billion

RMB yuan, and the total assets
China National Complete Plant Import and Export Group
Corporation Limited (COMPLANT) acquired Tialoc Singapore.
The Ethiopian OMO3 sugar mill project constructed by
COMPLANT successfully completed and produced sugar.
COMPLANT and Laos Krittaphong Group Co., Ltd. signed a
general contract for the expansion of the Vientiane Living
Center and the diplomatic apartments in Laos.

of international business were

45.2 billion RMB yuan
SDIC ranked

42nd in the “Top 100

Chinese Multinational Companies”
jointly published by China
Enterprise Confederation and China
Entrepreneur Association
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Serving Major
National
Strategies

SDIC always insists on investing for China, serving the national and regional strategies
as its own responsibility and actively responding to the Xiong'an New District, the
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei coordinated development, the Yangtze River Economic Belt, the
Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau Greater Bay Area, the Hainan Free Trade Zone, the
Northeast Old Industrial Base, and the Great Western Development. The company
also fulfills the obligation of other national economic development strategies such
as targeted poverty alleviation, "popular entrepreneurship and innovation", "Belt &
Road Initiative", giving play to the role of state-owned capital, coordinating funds,
technology and other resources to support economic and social development,
and promoting high-quality, efficient,fairer and sustainable national economic
development.

Implementing the major decision-making arrangements in
Xiong'an New District and supporting the construction of
Xiong'an New District in various directions

CASE

The establishment of the Xiong'an New District is a major strategic choice made
by the CPC Central Committee with Comrade Xi Jinping as the core to further
promote the coordinated development of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei. It is a historic
project that has attracted worldwide attention. In April 2018, the "Planning Outline
of Hebei Xiong'an New District" was announced to the whole society, which
further pointed out the direction for the planning and construction of Xiong'an
New District.
In 2018, SDIC Guopin and China Xiong'an Group Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred
to as Xiong'an Group) jointly established Hebei Xiong'an Human Resources
Service Co., Ltd. to gather talents for Xiong'an. CEEDI was successfully selected
into the directory of the consulting warehouse of the Xiong'an Group Project
Management Organization and became one of the 18 units in the country to be
settled in the Xiong'an Design Center. COMPLANT and the Institute of Microbiology
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences organized research work related to the
ecological management of Baiyangdian. China I&G and Xiong'an Group signed
the"Electronic Guarantee Letter Matching Agreement" in Xiong'an New District,
becoming one of the first guarantee letters issuing institutions to sign with
Xiong'an Group. China National Investment Consulting Co., Ltd. was selected
into the Tendering Agent Directory of Xiong'an Group and signed an electronic
tendering platform cooperation agreement with Xiong'an Group.
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Seizing new opportunities in Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area
and laying out business in new industries to promote high quality development

Connectivity of
Hearts

CASE

Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area includes 9 cities and 2 special administrative regions,
namely Hong Kong, Macao, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Foshan, Huizhou, Dongguan, Zhongshan,
Jiangmen, Zhaoqing. It is one of the regions with the highest degree of openness and strongest economic
vitality in China. It has an important strategic position in the overall development. The construction of
Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area is a national strategy that General Secretary Xi Jinping
planned, deployed and promoted. It is of great significance.
In November 2018, Wang Huisheng, Chairman of SDIC, led a team to visit Zhuhai, Shenzhen, Guangzhou
and other places to explore investment opportunities to support the development of Guangdong-Hong
Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area.
In Zhuhai, SDIC will cooperate with Zhuhai Municipal Government and enterprises in the fields of militarycivilian integration, emerging industries strategic significance, advanced manufacturing, eco-environmental
protection and big health. In Shenzhen, SDIC and the Shenzhen Stock Exchange signed a strategic
cooperation agreement to expand strategic cooperation in listed company incubation, mergers and
acquisitions, bond financing, investment & financing integration, product innovation and other aspects. In
Guangzhou, SDIC will increase investment in industries such as eco-environment, health care, advanced
manufacturing, certification and testing,
and financial services. In Hong Kong,
Chairman Wang Huisheng and directors
from HSBC and ICBC Asia discussed
the risk prevention for SDIC overseas
projects and exchanged views on the
international financial situation. The
main person in charge of the Hong Kong
Stock Exchange has conducted in-depth
communication with Mr. Wang on multifield cooperation under the framework
of the Belt & Road Initiative.

SDIC Testing & Certification adheres
to the mission of high quality certification

CASE

In July 2018, SDIC Testing & Certification Co., Ltd. was established, marking the new stage of SDIC
certification and testing business.
As a national quality foundation, the inspection and certification industry serves every industry in the
national economy. It has a direct bearing to thousands of households and all aspects of better life. It is
related to the realization of the country's high-quality development goals.

SDIC is settled in Xiong'an New District

14

In accordance with the requirements of the central government, SDIC integrates the inspection and testing
system through market means and carries
out the integration and reorganization of the
inspection, testing and certification industry as
an important strategic decision of the company,
and actively promotes its implementation. The
establishment of SDIC Testing & Certification is
an important part of SDIC's reform, transformation
and innovation and is also a key step in building
an internationally competitive first-class brand
for inspection, testing and certification.
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Tide rises in Hainan,
SDIC re-starts

CASE
In April 2018, President Xi
Jinping solemnly announced
that the CPC Central Committee
had decided to support the
construction of a free trade pilot
zone on Hainan Island. Hainan,
as a comprehensive deepening
reform and opening-up pilot
zone, a national ecological pilot
zone, an international tourism
consumption center and a
national major strategic service
support zone, set off a new
round of development boom.

SDIC has helped Hainan development during the past 21 years

Focus on the cooperation in over 10 new areas, serve new strategies for reform and opening up

Serving the national strategy has always been the mission and responsibility
of SDIC. As one of the earliest central SOE to enter Hainan, SDIC has 8 investedin companies in the fields of transportation, engineering design, trade, finance,
agriculture etc., with an investment scale of nearly 4.2 billion RMB yuan (as of the
end of 2017).

According to the new positioning of the Free Trade Zone, Hainan's future development requires many high-end industries, which
is highly consistent with the strategic direction of SDIC. On July 2nd, 2018, SDIC signed a strategic cooperation agreement with the
Hainan Provincial People's Government to increase its investment in Hainan. It will promote cooperation with Hainan in various
sectors, such as financial and trade services, health care, high-end equipment manufacturing, environmental protection, energy
and infrastructure construction, certification and testing, industrial poverty alleviation, human resources services, state-owned
assets and state-owned enterprise reforms etc.. The cooperation will push Hainan into a new era, deepen reform and opening up
and help Hainan become a showcase of Chinese style and Chinese image.

Yangpu Port, located in the northwestern part of Hainan Province, was jointly
established by SDIC Yangpu Government in June 1997. It has two 30,000-ton
general berths and six 50,000-ton multi-purpose berths. One 3,000-ton berth
has a designed annual capacity of 7.6 million tons. In the future, in the process
of building Hainan's opening-up "bridgehead", Yangpu Port will actively play the
role of shipping hub and radiate its business to Southeast Asia to support the Belt
& Road Initiative.
In addition, in 2017, SDIC Chuangyi Industrial Fund Management Co., Ltd. invested
30 million RMB yuan in Hainan Tiandi Haijiao, jointly carried out modern ecological
agriculture development and effectively conducted diversified measures for
targeted poverty alleviation in the four Li ethnic minority autonomous counties
such as Baisha, Baoting, Ledong and Lingshui.

SDIC's investment
projects in Hainan

Trading sector
SDIC Trade (Hainan) Co., Ltd.
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Transportation sector

Finance sector

SDIC Yangpu Port Co., Ltd.
Vopak SDIC Terminal Yangpu Co., Ltd.
Hainan Harbor and Shipping Holdings Co., Ltd.

Essence Securities Hainan Branch
SDIC Financing Leasing (Hainan) Co., Ltd.

Engineering design sector

Agriculture sector

Hainan CECT Haida Engineering Consulting Co., Ltd.
Hainan CECT Engineering Design Co., Ltd.

Hainan Tiandi Haijiao
Agricultural Investment Co., Ltd.
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Supply-side
Structural
Reform

To deepen the structural reform of the supply-side is a major strategic deployment
made by the CPC Central Committee with Comrade Xi Jinping as the core, on the
basis of correctly judging the international and domestic economic situation and
profoundly understanding the laws governing economic and social development. It is
a key measure to fundamentally resolve the deep-rooted contradictions in economic
operations. It is significant for promoting the sustained and healthy development of
China's economy and society.

Two-way efforts to optimize layout

The supply-side structural reform
of SDIC is not only to transfer
the traditional industries such
as coal and shipping, but more
impor tantly, to adapt to the
requirements of high-quality
development and accelerate the
cultivation and development of
new industries that meet the needs
of the market.

It is the responsibility and mission entrusted by the state to SDIC to promote structural
reforms on the supply-side. Since the 18th National Congress of the CPC, SDIC has
made two-way efforts to adjust and optimize traditional industries and accelerate
the development of emerging industries, optimize investment structure and help
the high-quality development of the real economy. Since 2013, SDIC has withdrawn
from more than 500 projects and recovered more than 30 billion RMB yuan. 80% of
the newly added investments goes to the sectors including clean energy, strategic
emerging industries and financial services.

——Wang Huisheng
Chairman

Improving quality and efficiency
In 2018, SDIC implemented the opinions and work plan for reducing leverage and
liabilities, and one enterprise, one policy to break down the debt ratio control
objectives. Through these ways, SDIC carried out pre-recording management of
investment projects that push up the company's debt ratio. The company also
promoted structural reform, actively overcame difficulty in governance, and solidly
reduced leverage, liabilities, sped up the resolution of historical issues and effectively
improved the quality and efficiency of asset operations.

At the end of 2018, the asset-liability ratio was controlled within
than the annual assessment target of SASAC.
In the year, it has withdrawn from
of

2.1 billion RMB yuan.

A total of

68.25%, which was 2.4 percentage points lower

29 majority holding projects and 17 shareholding projects, with a recovery fund

114 legal persons were reduced, and the reduction ratio was 35%.

The management level was compressed from 7 to
the three-year overall reduction task.

5. Six subsidiaries including SDIC Power and SDIC Capital, completed

Focusing on major loss-making and micro-deficient enterprises, through four years of governance, the group's scale of
losses was reduced by
was down by

90%.

48%, the loss amount was reduced by 44%, and the number of enterprises with micro-loss

7 enterprises, including Zhenjiang Port Group, SDIC Zhonglu Fruit Juice and CEEDI, signed a formal agreement on the
separation and transfer of "three for one industry" to complete the separation and handover tasks.

The turnover rate of accounts receivable and the "two capital"(accounts receivable and inventory)'s proportion of the
current assets are all industry-leading.
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Electricity prices continue to fall, regional coal prices are high, and environmental pressures are increasing...
With the continuous power system reform and the deepening of green development concepts, thermal
power companies are facing more intense market competition and environmental pressure. Under the
support of the 6-in-1 cyclical economy (power generation–heating–seawater desalination–concentrated
seawater salt–land conservation and arrangement–waste recycling), SDIC Beijiang Power firmly grasps the
opportunity of green development as the main line and fights the battle of promoting efficiency by cost
control, technological innovation, management upgrade to form a strong core competitiveness. Especially
in terms of technological innovation, in 2018, SDIC Beijiang Power formulated the "Science and Technology
Innovation Management System" and compiled the "SDIC Beijiang Power Innovation and Efficiency Project
Library" to clarify the key work objectives and incentive measures for improving quality and efficiency,
increasing revenues, which covers 15 key projects and 21 general projects.
Under the adjustment of a series of management and incentive measures, SDIC Beijiang Power's
technological innovation has achieved remarkable results. For example, the seawater desalination system's
tone pitch scheme saved more than 20 million RMB yuan than the original plan and successfully applied
for national invention patents. The turbine class created a precedent for eliminating the major defects of
the host lubricating oil in the non-stop state by transforming the steam turbine compressed air separation
device. The annual maintenance cost was cut by 360,000 RMB yuan.
Its efforts to save energy, increase quality and efficiency in SDIC Beijiang Power have been recognized
by many parties. In 2018, the "National Energy Conservation and Consumption Reduction Project"
implemented by SDIC Beijiang Power was encouraged by the special fund of Tianjin Binhai New Area, and
the enterprise was also awarded the honorary title of "Water-saving Enterprise" in Tianjin. In addition, SDIC
Beijiang Power successfully issued the nation's first green short-term financing bonds in 2017, which was
well-accepted by investors and market.

SDIC Jingtang Port Customer Experience
Store officially launched

CASE

SDIC Jingtang Port adheres to the concept of deep integration of customer service and informationization
and continues to innovate, striving to be the vanguard and navigator in the customer service of coal
terminal. In 2017, SDIC Jingtang Port took the lead in launching a port business service platform for
customers in all aspects of the coal transportation chain in Coal Terminal, the Bohai Bay.
The customer experience store system consists of two parts: the web version and the mobile terminal. It
includes six main functional modules: customer home page, online business hall, business opportunity
management, information inquiry, production video and customer service, which can provide customers
with convenient port operations and new service experience.
The customer experience store system is embedded in the signature certification platform authorized by
the national authority. All online business processing information is uploaded to the cloud in real time to
record the whole process and prevent tampering of the online business processing. Introducing 3D graphic
display technology, integrating with the drone coal-fired system, visualizing abstract data, realizing data
association and dynamic 3D display of the dump site. With unloading and loading operations as the main
line, high-integration comprehensive data display is realized.
Technological innovation has also brought innovation in business management. The completion of
the customer experience store system promotes SDIC Jingtang Port to ensure the security of customer
information. Meanwhile, "one-stop" value-added services for diversified clients are also realized, from
"passive provisioning" to "active service", from "simple data presentation" to "data mining value-added".
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Pilot Reform
of State-owned
Capital
Investment
Company

Since it was designated to be the first batch of reform pilots of state-owned capital
investment companies in 2014, SDIC has thoroughly studied and implemented
the spirit of the important speeches of General Secretary Xi Jinping on SOE reform,
and guided by the "1+N" policy system of SASAC. The pilot reform experience has
been promoted in central enterprises and local state-owned enterprises. In 2018,
on the basis of the pilot results, SDIC continued to optimize the system of enterprise
management, operation and supervision mechanisms, and promoted the reform and
pilot work to develop in depth.

The headquarters and subsidiaries have optimized the human resources
mechanism and improved the multi-channel mechanism for employee career
development.
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Successfully participated in the diversification reform of Sinopharm Group's equity
and jointly contributed to the development of medical and health industry

Connectivity of
Hearts

CASE

In January 2019, Sinopharm Holding Co.,Ltd, a listed company of China National Pharmaceutical Group
Corporation, announced that the actual controller, Sinopharm Group, completed the equity diversification
reform, and the state-owned sole proprietorship company was reformed into a company jointly held by
SASAC, SDIC and China Guoxin.
Promoting the diversification of equity by central enterprises at the group level is one of the important
goals of state-owned enterprises reform. The diversification reform of Sinopharm SDIC participated is one
of the earliest pilots of equity diversification reform at the group level. It is in line with the reform appeal of
Sinopharm and effectively plays the platform role of SDIC. At the same time, the equity diversification reform
laid the foundation for the future cooperation between SDIC and Sinopharm Group. The two sides will
complementary to each other and explore diversified innovation cooperation to promote the development
of medical and health industry.

The performance assessment system has been optimized. Special rewards
system has been implemented. The incentives and restraining role of
assessment has been enhanced.
Adjusting the total salary base helps to promote enterprises to find shortcomings,
catch up with the first-class and enhance market competitiveness.

Further
promotion of
pilot reform

SDIC Gaoxin and SDIC Biotech have been selected into
"Double Hundred Actions" of
SOE Reform;
Completion of SDIC Biotech and SDIC Intelligence
Authorization;
Adjusted the authorization
of property rights
management;
Formulated the group's
informationization planning,
and the working mechanism
of informationization
separation of management
and service was initially
formed;
Explored the pilot project
of promoting financial
integration and the
headquarters financial
sharing center put into
operation.
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Optimization of
incentive
mechanism

Establishment of
a synergy
mechanism

Establishing a pre-development synergy
mechanism for the Group's new business,
Essence Securities and COMPLANT have
played their roles in industry research, and
fully taken advantage of territorial advantages
to help the SDIC’s transformation and
development;
Qinzhou and Meizhou Bay Port Power Projects
have achieved business synergy;
SDIC Trade has transferred the shares of Wuxi
Huayan to SDIC Health for free;
SDIC Capital has greatly promoted the synergy
and integration of the Group's production and
financing;
SDIC Finance has strengthened Four Platforms
and the monthly average capital collection
rate increased by 5.44 percentage year-onyear;
The business of financing lease has
accumulated a total of 2.3 billion RMB yuan
for member companies;
SDIC Assets Management cooperates with
SDIC headquarters to implement the transfer
of key projects and the divestiture of assets.

Improvement of
the supervision
system

The system of supervision
and management,
audit evaluation and
accountability for illegal
business investment has
been stablished and
improved, which would
further consolidate the
foundation of the overall
supervision work.;

Hand in hand with CHSR to promote the development of rail transit industry

CASE

In November 2018, SDIC Gaoxin acquired 20% stake of China High Speed Rail through a tender offer and
became the controlling shareholder of CHSR. It laid a solid foundation for SDIC to establish an investment
platform for emerging industries in key national areas.
China High Speed Rail is the leading listed enterprise in China's rail transit operation and maintenance. It is
the only company covering the five professional industrial chains from locomotives, lines, signals to power
supply and station. Among more than 400 core products owned by CHSR, 26 are in the leading position
in domestic and international markets. A number of core technologies have filled the international gap.
After more than 20 years development, CHSR has gradually formed a unique rail transit operation and
maintenance segment, which complements the other two major industrial sectors of rail transit (namely,
engineering and electrification construction sector and vehicle manufacturing sector) and constitutes a
differentiated industrial structure.
This tender offer has lasted for 5 months and is a useful attempt by the central and private enterprises
to promote the concept of a new modern industrial chain of "national advancement" under the current
economic situation. It is an innovation of listing-company acquisitions conducted by the central enterprises
after the promulgation of new regulations.

Carried out special
audits;
Formulated the
"Compliance
Management Measures"
to promote the
responsibility of the
principal person as the
one responsible for the
rule of law;
Promoted the integration
of supervision
and discipline and
management.
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Heart Story

Happy Life for Senior People with
Cognitive Disorder in Dawan District
——SDIC Health Jiaqi Senior Apartment

At 7:30 in the morning, the gentle sunshine enters an
apartment for the elderly in Guangzhou. The 88-year-old Mr.
Zhang began to do oral exercises with the help of his nurses.
His daily life begins.
Oral exercise, gymnastics, recreational activities, afternoon
tea, theme activities... In an orderly events in the day, Grandpa
Zhang will also go to the garden on the 7th floor to enjoy the
sunshine, chat with old friends, take care the flowers and plants
that he planted.
"My daughter and my relatives came to see me from Shenzhen,
and they were very satisfied with the surroundings. The
caregiver here is quite professional." Grandpa Zhang smiled
and gave a thumb-up.
SDIC Health Jiaqi Senior Apartment, which was praised by
Grandpa Zhang, is located at No. 29 Xianlie Road, Yuexiu
District, Guangzhou. It is the first high-quality elderly care
institution in Guangdong Province with the background of
central enterprises, Sino-Japanese joint ventures, medical care
and urban centers.
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Japanese-style elderly
care services take root
in Guangdong
On June 1st, 2018, SDIC Health Jiaqi
Senior Apartment was officially opened
to Guangzhou residents. The partner is
a Japanese company that specializes
in the field of cognitive disorder for 20
years.
Xu Shijiang, Assistant General Manager
of SDIC Health, said, "Our client is the
elderly who has cognitive disorder,
which is the most difficult challenge in
the field of elderly care service."
The reason why SDIC has chosen to
cooperate with Japan's Medical Care
Service Company Inc. among many
international excellent elderly care
institutions is to take fancy to its expertise
on cognitive care.
How to make Japan's elderly care
concept and model take root in China?
At the beginning of the construction of
Jiaqi Senior Apartment, the Japanese
side participated in the design, from
structural layout to color tone matching,
from far-infrared heat wave bath heater
to constant temperature shower, from
furniture design to anti-decubitus slow
rebound mattress. The elderly people
can live a healthy and comfortable life.

The number of 65-year-old
or above in China (person)
150
million

2016
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158
million

2017

The elderly and the caregiver do handcraft together
In addition to the refined and
comprehensive care, one of the biggest
features of the apartment is the use
of Japanese style self-supporting care
concept to maximize the living capacity
of the elderly. "Our caregivers would
only help them, when they really can’t
do it." the Japanese employee of the
nursing depar tment, Ohashi said,
"It's not the best for the elderly to be
supported anytime anywhere."
The main job of Ohashi is to provide
regular theoretical and practical training
for the nursing staff. She and two
other Japanese employees have subtly
influenced the other nursing staff. At
present, nine cognitive therapies such
as music therapy, aromatherapy, pet

therapy, horticultural therapy and others
have been widely used to improve the
physical function of the elderly with
cognitive impairment.
In 2018, more than 3,000 people visited
the Jiaqi Elderly Apartment. Yawara,
the General Manager of SDIC Yuekang,
said, "what we are showcasing is the
unique and high-quality elderly care
services, which would improve the living
conditions of the elderly with cognitive
diseases. The traditional concept that
the nursing home is prepared for the
elderly without a filial child is changing."

The number of cognitive patients in China (person)

167
million

2018
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Serve others with
sincerity
" T h e o l d - a g e s e r v i c e m u s t h av e
standards and norms, but if the caretakers do not have the heartfelt love
and patience, even if the standards and
norms are written well, they may not be
able to do well." Xu Shijiang said.

Karaoke, chess, origami, handicrafts,
strolling in the park, and other recreational
activities, calligraphy, painting, dance,
photography under the guidance of
professional teachers... The elderly who
live in Jiaqi Elderly Apartments are not
out of touch of society. They actually have
more colorful lives.

At present, the average age of elderlies
staying in apartments is over 85 years
old, and many elderly people have
symptoms of forgetfulness. "We would
repeat one thing three or four times
and give them a clue, and guide them
to slowly recall what we said." the nurse
said. In order to prevent the elderly from
going to the wrong room, the memory
box in front of the door was specially
designed to place the items of the
elderly so that they could easily identify
their room.

“Let the elderly feel that he is not
only a care-needer, but a person who
could recover his own value.” Liu Jian,
Chairman of SDIC Health, said that the
apartment is located in the city center,
so that the elderly can communicate
with the society at any time.
Every week, Jiaqi Senior Apartment
would welcome volunteers to talk with
their residents. For college student
volunteers, the rich experience of the
elderly is helpful to them. Mr. Xu used to
be a university professor. The apartment
invited college students from related
majors to their apartment. Not only did
the college students feel that they had
benefited a lot, but Professor Xu once
again realized the life on the teaching

Operation with
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The apartment resident makes dinner

rostrum. "It's not the same as other
nursing homes. What you can sense
here is not complaint, but vigorousness."
A college student said that Professor Xu
was his mentor.
E n c o u ra g i n g t h e e l d e r l y t o d o i t
themselves is a way to fight against
cognitive disorders and becomes the
norm in the apartment. Grandpa Li once

loved cooking for himself, but he cannot
walk around freely like the youth. The
staff specially set up tables and chairs
for him, prepared ingredients and
encouraged him to show his talents
and share the dish with other elderly
people. His dish was applauded, which
also made Grandpa Li very fulfilled.

"We provide comprehensive services
for the elderly, including medical
care, rehabilitation and nursing." Su
Xiaojun, Deputy Director of the nursing
department, has worked in hospital for
many years. In her view, the elderly care
institutions must meet the some specific
needs, in addition to docking hospitals
and doctors.
The 92-year-old Ms. Lin suffers from
severe cognitive problems and has
multiple complications such as
diabetes, which goes beyond the
household ability to care. When she
first moved into the apartment, her
daughter was too worried about her
mother, she made many detailed
requests and even complaints. In
response to the situation of Grandma
Lin , after repeated communication, the
care team customized a personalized

Staff holding a Birthday Party for apartment resident

program for her, including drinking
only tap water and feeding medicine
at a certain time. During the stay, she
experienced two rescues due to the
deterioration of the condition. The
caregivers sent her to the best hospitals
that opened the green passage for the
apartment. Thanks to the efforts of the
care team, Lin's daughter looked at her
eyes and was finally moved.Su Xiaojun
said: "The recognition of the elderly
and family members is our greatest
motivation."
Old people with cognitive disorders
may have speech or physical assault
behaviors, such as swearing, beating,
and biting. "The caregiver is often
injured by these senior," said Chen
Donglan, the floor leader. "We are like a
family. Once the senior is about to fall,
the caregiver first falls to the ground
and the senior falls on him. "
Nurse Wei Fengmei clearly remembers
that on October 30, 2018, a 97-yearold man with high blood pressure was

admitted to the apartment. Everyone
was expecting him to be the first
centenarian in the apartment. However,
an unexpected stroke caused the elderly
to deteriorate rapidly. "At the time, he
didn't eat, he said that he didn't want
to be a burden, and my tears fell." Wei
Fengmei and the nursing team tried
their best to convince the elderly to eat.
The old man had his last peace." At 11
o'clock on the night of January 3, the
old man passed away. I rushed to the
apartment from home at 12 o'clock and
stayed with him." Wei Fengmei's eyes
were full of tears.
In the lobby of the first floor of the
apartment, you can see the four words
of "Serve others with sincerity". Xu
Shijiang said, "It is difficult to serve
others with sincerity and persistence." In
the future, SDIC Health will also expand
in Dawan District, continue to use
professionalism and focus, sincerity and
trustfulness, let more "Bay Area" elders
have a happy life.

Customized nutrimeal for the elderly in the apartment
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Technological
Innovation

SDIC implemented the "two-wheel drive" innovation strategy. On the one hand, as the
fund platform, SDIC plays the role of state-owned capital investment guidance and
support to promote the implementation of the national innovation strategy. At the
same time, with the concept of innovative investment, it has successively established
entities such as SDIC Bio-tech, SDIC Intelligence, and SDIC Inspection and Testing
Certification Co., Ltd. to expand strategic emerging industries. On the other hand, we
have made a great endeavor in technological innovation and upgrading of traditional
basic industries.

Fund investment boosts innovation
Starting from better serving the national
strategy, SDIC fully exerts the unique role
of investment companies and explores
an effective way to cultivate emerging
industries with fund investment, leading
value investment in high-tech fields
and helping to develop innovative
technology. A number of high-tech
enterprises invested such as Ningde
Times and Innovent successfully listed
on major stock exchanges. Cambricon
Technology Co., Ltd. released the first

cloud smart chip in China, becoming the
first commercial company in China to
have both terminal and cloud intelligent
processor. In 2018, the Ministry of
Finance, the National Development and
Reform Commission, and the Ministry
of Industry and Information Technology
jointly awarded SDIC as "Excellent" for
its achievement made in the field of
the advanced manufacturing in the first
investment performance evaluation
sponsored by the country.
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SDIC investment field and case

Intelligent
manufacturing

Cambricon Technology, Ninebot,
X i n g y u C o. , L t d , H u a m i n g
Equipment, Phase, CIMC Raffles,
Micro-Fabrication, Zettas Stone,
Li-On Microelectronics, etc.

New energy and
smart cars

Ningde Times, BYD, Banma,
Joyson Electronics, Cologne
New Energy, etc.

Medical health

Novogene, Innovent, United
Imaging, BGI, CanSino Biologics
Inc, Biorepublic, etc.

Information and
communication
technology

Albatron, Hangzhou DPtech,
Liepin.com, Eversec, etc.

Energy saving and
environmental
protection

Poten Enviro, Beijing Drainage,
Ebanma Network, etc.

Digital
information

RT Map, XTX Technology, HY
Data, etc.

SDIC Fund leading the investment in the global Internet
automotive platform - Banma Network

CASE

In September 2018, SDIC Fund, as a lead investor, completed its investment in Banma Network, the world's largest Internet car
platform company.
Established in 2015, Banma Network adheres to the strategy of open technology, open business, open ecology and open equity
in the development process and gradually builds a complete endogenous capability including technology, products, Internet
operation and maintenance and vehicle supporting services.

SDIC Fund Platform and Major Funds (Partial)

SDIC Venture Capital
(VC Fund Platform)

National Science and
Technology Fund
Beijing-TianjinHebei Fund on the
transformation
of scientific and
technological
achievements
SDIC Hi-tech (Shenzhen)
Venture Capital Fund
SDIC Ningbo Technology
Fund
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SDIC Fund
(PE fund platform)

SDIC Unity Capital
(FOF Fund Platform)

Advanced
Manufacturing
Investment Fund

National Emerging
Industry Venture Capital
Guidance Fund

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
Industrial Cooperative
Development
Investment Fund

Emerging industry
venture capital funds

Shanghai SDIC Equity
Investment Fund
China Mobile Innovation
Industry Fund

At present, Banma Network has set the world's largest automotive OTA air upgrade. AR Driving augmented reality assisted
driving for the first time was applied to the production of vehicles. Banma Network has effectively promoted SAIC's own
brand passenger car sales, participated with Dongfeng Citroen, Changan Ford and other brands, and established a strategic
cooperation with top auto parts suppliers. Intelligent networked vehicle is the focus of SDIC Fund, and Banma is an important
investment in SDIC Fund in this field. SDIC Fund will help Banma to enable more autos to use China's self-controllable operating
system through continuous technological innovation and business layout, leading the healthy and orderly development of
global auto companies in this field.

Industrial Technology
R&D Fund Trial Venture
Capital Fund
Hangzhou Selective
Venture Capital Fund
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Enhancing the ability of scientific and technological innovation
SDIC always regards technological innovation as an important way to achieve scientific development and enhance its core
competitiveness. Through the improvement of the science and technology project management system, SDIC has strengthened
the construction of scientific and technological team and innovation platforms, promoted technological innovation, and actively
promoted the transformation and application of scientific and technological achievements.
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Transformation and application of scientific and technological innovation achievements
While strengthening R&D of independent proprietary rights and solving the technical bottlenecks of enterprise development,
SDIC have undertook national key scientific and technological issues and promoted industry research; carried out cooperation in
production, education and research, and carried out joint research with well-known universities and research institutes in China
to ensure the implementation of science and technology projects. Since the 18th CPC National Congress, the total investment in
science and technology has reached 4.37 billion RMB yuan, and 882 patents have been granted, including 118 invention patents. In
2018, SDIC has got 110 patents, including 17 invention patents.

Building of scientific and technological talents team
Typical case of SDIC technological innovation

Basic
industry
technology
innovation

Electric Power

Yalong River Hydropower has won the second prize of National Science and
Technology Progress Award 7 times, and 20 World No. One, 20 China No.One
and 23 No.One in the Industry.

Mining

SDIC Luobupo Potash has developed the world's advanced, domestically
leading, completely independent intellectual property rights of potassium
sulphate production technology, and won the first prize of National Science and
Technology Progress Award twice.

Transportation

SDIC accelerates the application of new technologies such as the Internet and
big data, and promotes the enterprise to be more intelligent.

Artificial
intelligence

SDIC Intelligence actively deploys many sectors, including Internet data centers,
health care big data, augmented reality, IT cloud services, etc.

New material

Tongyizhong has developed the best performance fibers today, built a largescale fiber production line, and filled the blank of high-end product production
technology and products in China's ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene
fiber.

Industrial
engineering
and civil
construction

CEEDI has continuously achieved breakthroughs in micro-vibration control, zeropollution clean control, green high-performance building structural systems,
industrial buildings, building energy conservation and internal and external
environmental protection, and has established a leading position in the
engineering design of flat panel display.

Automotive
fuel tank field

YAPP has advanced technology in the field of new technologies such as steam
management fuel system, urea tank and new energy vehicle fuel supply system,
and provides strong technical support for building China's own brand cars.

SDIC's high-end talent

1academician of the Academy
of Engineering

71people with special government allowances
from the State Council

Technology Innovation Platform
SDIC has one national quality inspection center, three national- recognized enterprise technology centers, three national technology
innovation platforms, and nine high-tech enterprises, three intellectual property pilot (demonstration) units, 1 provincial-level key
laboratories and three provincial-level innovation platforms, all of which will continue to strengthen the research and development
of independent property rights technology and improve the company's core competitiveness.

National
Innovation
Platform

Provincial
and
Ministerial
Level
Innovation
Platform
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National Quality Inspection Center

CEEDI

National-recognized Enterprise
Technology Center

CEEDI, YAPP Automotive Parts, SDIC Luobupo Potash

National Technology Innovation
Demonstration Enterprise

CEEDI, YAPP Automotive Parts, SDIC Luobupo Potash

high-tech enterprises

COMPLANT., SDIC Zhonglu, CEEDI, Century Benefit, A+E
Design, SYC, CEETC, Yapp, Beijing Tongyizhong

Intellectual Property Pilot
(Demonstration) Unit

CEEDI, YAPP Automotive Parts, Beijing Tongyizhong

Provincial key laboratory

Beijing Key Laboratory of Nannochloropsis

Provincial Engineering
Technology Center

CEEDI(2), YAPP Automotive Parts

Innovative
technology
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CASE

In 2018, SDIC further promoted informatization, improved the organization structure and work flow
of cyber security, formulated the SDIC Informationization Plan (2018-2021) and defined the goals and
development of SDIC informationization. The separation of management and service working mechanism of
informationization was initially formed.

On September 10th, 2018, the 2018 FIDIC annual conference was held in Berlin, Germany. Yalong River
Jinping I Hydropower Station won Outstanding Achievement Award of 2018 Fidic and ranked first among
all award-winning projects.

Key content of SDIC Group Informationization Plan (2018-2021)

The Jinping I Hydropower Station, which has the world's highest dam of 305 meters, is extremely
complex in engineering geology with the characteristics of alpine valley, high arch dam, high slope, high
ground stress, high head and deep unloading. It is recognized by experts as a giant hydropower project
with the most complex geological conditions, the worst construction environment and the most difficult
construction management.

Vision

An informational blueprint for the status of a world-class capital
investment company with global competitiveness

Principle

Unify the concept of information development, clarify the separation
of management and service, moderately promote the advancement,
share resources and coordinate development

Planning
objectives

Taking data integration as the focus, developing toward small-scale
integration

Planning
direction

Two horizontal and two vertical information development direction

Key
results

Application systems, data structure, infrastructure, network security
and information governance

CASE

Well-known academicians and experts in China's hydropower industry, the domestic first-class design,
construction, and supervision team fought their battle in the mountain valley to overcome the difficulties.
Yalong River Hydropower gives full play to the leading role of the owner in the construction of the
project. It built a strong scientific research and management consulting system, and explored a new
way to use market-based means and joint innovation through establishing Yalong River Hydropower
Development Joint Research Fund with the National Natural Science Foundation, forming Jinping
Hydropower Engineering Special Advisory Group and establishing postdoctoral research station and
introducing well-known consulting companies at home and abroad.
The completion of Jinping I Hydropower Station has not only realized the historical transcendence of
hydropower development, but also greatly promoted the progress and development of many disciplines
and technologies in China and the world. The design, construction, manufacture and installation of
power stations were all completed by China and fully demonstrated the Chinese power.

CEEDI participated in the joint establishment of Joint Engineering Research
Center for Intelligent Building Networking Technology and Application

In 2018, CEEDI participated in the Joint Engineering Research Center for Intelligent Building Networking
Technology and Application, which was approved by NDRC. This is the first national and local joint
engineering research center of CEEDI. It is also a new breakthrough in the construction of the National
Science and Technology Innovation Platform of CEEDI, which will provide strong support to further
advance the intelligent strategy.
The research center focuses on solving the common problems of technology, standards and product
application in the intelligent building industry, relying on R&D entities, focusing on IoT technology
research, systematically breaking the difficulties through research on biometrics, multi-system
information fusion and big data in automation, information, intelligent control technology. Through
technology development, consulting and technology transfer, personnel training, achievement
transformation, standards development, etc., the center will gradually realize the industry's high-end
technical services, help the comprehensive level of intelligent system integration based on the Internet
of Things technology in the field of intelligent building in China.
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Preventing
Financial Risks

SDIC firmly implements the decision-making arrangements of the CPC Central
Committee and the State Council in preventing and defusing financial risks, resolutely
defends the bottom line of systemic financial risks, and does a good job in grassroots
research, and builds protective wall in the sector.

Strengthening of risk control system
SDIC adheres to the risk management strategy of priority of risk control and steady
operation. From the multi-faceted aspects of setting risk management strategic goal,
financial management and control, supervision and assessment, SDIC has deepened
the construction of risk control system, strengthened internal control, and effectively
played the role of risk control system and management system in preventing financial
risks.
Objectives of risk
management
strategy

Combining regulatory requirements with group strategy,
SDIC has strengthened market research and judgment,
and insisted on the absence of liquidity risk as the main
control target. .

Financial control

Giving play to the platform function of SDIC Finance's
"financial collection, fund settlement, fund monitoring,
and financial services", SDIC rationally deals with the
relationship between risk and development. SDIC
Finance ensures the healthy development of SDIC by
strengthening the centralized management of funds,
strengthening the prevention and safe use of capital
risks, improving capital efficiency and reducing costs.

Supervision and
assessment

Strengthening assessment in various levels, SDIC has set
up the bottom line and the red line, and implemented
the strategy of priority and steady operation of risk
control into daily business activities.
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In November 2018, China I&G and China Financing Guarantee Association jointly sponsored the 2018 China Guarantee Forum.
Representatives from the regulatory authorities and nearly 70 guarantee institutions, banks, insurance companies and rating
agencies across the country took part in the forum. Participants discussed the national strategy of the guarantee industry, the
service of small farms, the prevention and control of financial risks and promoting sustainable development of the industry.
2018 marks the 40th anniversary of China's reform and opening up and the 25th anniversary of the establishment of China's
guarantee industry. After 25 years of development, the financing guarantee industry has formed a good situation with a net
asset of more than 1.2 trillion RMB yuan and a guarantee capacity of more than 10 trillion RMB yuan. The industry has played
an active role in solving the financing problems of small and micro enterprises and agriculture, serving the real economy and
promoting public entrepreneurship and innovation, which is an indispensable part of China's socialist market economy.
In the forum, the head of China I&G pointed out that under the modern economic system, the credit guarantee industry must
implement the national strategy, adjust its business structure, actively adapt to supervision, compliance management and
sustainable development. We shall also implement inclusive finance, help SMEs and serve the real economy. We shall embrace
modern financial technology and enhance the ability, efficiency and level of inclusive finance. We should play the role of credit
enhancement and support enterprises to increase the proportion of direct financing. We should enhance the risk management
capabilities of guarantee institutions to help prevent and resolve systemic financial risks. We should strengthen industry synergy
and information sharing.

Maintaining health and stability in financial market
SDIC's deployment in financing guarantee industry plays a role as a professional
institution for risk management and helps the financial market to be healthy and
stable. China I&G actively docks the capital market and provides basic services for
guaranteeing and credit enhancement of direct financing products such as bonds,
funds, trust plans and asset management plans, and identifies and manages risks
and resolves them, giving full play to the market stabilizer.

Measures taken by China I&G to help stabilize the financial market
China I&G effectively reduces financing costs by providing guaranteed credit
enhancement products.
By improving risk identification and disposal capabilities, investors' investigation
and risk disposal costs are reduced and market operation efficiency is improved.
By compensating for losses, it effectively blocks the financial risk transfer chain
and prevents the systematic spread of risks.
Through the improvement of its own credit rating and capital strength, the level
of information asymmetry is reduced, and the allocation of credit resources in
the capital market is optimized.
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SDIC continues to strengthen exchanges and cooperation with ministries, local
governments, scientific research institutions, other SOEs, private enterprises and
local investment institutions. While promoting the in-depth development of original
strategic cooperation, SDIC actively expands new areas of cooperation and builds
resource sharing platform to promote high quality development.

In November 2018, SDIC took the lead in launching the National Innovation
Biomedical Venture Investment Service Alliance

In July 2018, the Ministry of Science and Technology (MST) signed a strategic cooperation agreement with SDIC

Strategic Cooperation signed in 2018 (Partial)

With ministries

SDIC signed a strategic cooperation agreement with the MST to carry out in-depth cooperation
in key areas such as independent innovation of core technologies, strengthening cooperation
with national science and research findings commercialization and guidance funds, promoting
the application and demonstration of scientific and technological innovation achievements and
promoting the development of science and technology service industries.

With other SOEs

SDIC signed a strategic cooperation agreement with Industrial and Commercial Bank of China in
credit business, cash management services, direct financing, overseas business, investment banking
services and cooperation in the same business.

SDIC signed a strategic cooperation agreement with the former AQSIQ, and carried out
comprehensive strategic cooperation in building national brands in inspection and certification,
strengthening national quality infrastructure construction, innovative cooperation mode and
resource sharing.

With local
governments

SDIC signed a strategic cooperation agreement with the Hainan Provincial People's Government in
the financial and trade services, military and civilian integration, health care, high-end equipment
manufacturing, ecological and environmental protection, energy and infrastructure construction,
inspection and testing, industrial poverty alleviation, human resources services, state-owned
enterprises reform.

With research
institutions
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With private
enterprise

SDIC signed a strategic cooperation agreement with Hangzhou Jinjiang Group.

With local investment
companies

The PCSIC M&A Investment Fund was formally established, and 30 funders participated in the capital
contribution, successfully raising 10.2 billion RMB yuan.

SDIC signed a strategic cooperation framework agreement with Hubei Provincial People's
Government in industrial transformation and upgrading, infrastructure construction, reform and
restructuring of SOEs and development of modern service industries.
SDIC signed a strategic cooperation agreement with the Shandong Provincial People's Government
in the fields of advanced manufacturing, inspection and testing, health care, infrastructure, marine
economy, financial services and modern logistics.

SDIC signed a strategic cooperation agreement with the Chinese Academy of Sciences to promote
collaborative innovation.

SDIC signed a strategic cooperation agreement with China Great Wall Assets Management Co,. Ltd.
in the fields of non-performing asset management, industrial investment mergers and acquisitions
and financial market services.

SDIC signed a strategic cooperation framework agreement with He Shi Ophthalmology Group to
develop strategic cooperation in the emerging fields of innovative medical industry and medical
poverty alleviation and high-end medical services and medical devices.

SDIC signed a strategic cooperation framework agreement with Gansu State-owned Investment Co.,
Ltd.. The cooperation focuses on poverty alleviation and industrial distribution in Gansu Province,
and cooperates in the fields of industrial poverty alleviation project investment, medical health and
strategic emerging industries in deep poverty areas in Gansu Province.

Other legal persons
and organizations

Signed a strategic cooperation agreement with the Shenzhen Stock Exchange.
Signed a strategic cooperation agreement with the China Poverty Alleviation and Development
Association to explore areas of cooperation and jointly assist in poverty alleviation.
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Law-abiding
Operation

SDIC has thoroughly implemented the basic strategy of the CPC Central Committee and SASAC to
comprehensively promote the construction of the rule of law, steadily promote the construction
of the SDIC governed by law. SDIC also has innovated the practice of compliance management,
supported the protection of major special projects, and continuously improved the level of legal
risk management. The company has strengthened the legal protection of domestic and foreign
registered trademarks, strengthened the construction of legal advisors, and vividly carried out
the "7th Five-Year Plan" legal activities to provide a solid legal guarantee for the company's high
quality and stable development.

Steady promotion of the construction of "rule by law"
In 2018, SDIC fully implemented the duties of the principal responsible person of the company
to fulfill the responsibility of promoting the rule of law. SDIC carried out self-examination of the
principal responsible persons of its member enterprises, completed the on-site investigation and
inspection of SASAC, and obtained the A-level evaluation. Through the convening of the Group's
Rule of Law Work Conference and the General Counsel Symposium, the implementation of the
assessment and evaluation of the rule of law construction, all these measures have strengthened
the research and guidance for weak enterprises, and the construction of the "rule by law" was
carried out in an orderly manner.

Compliance management practices
In 2018, SDIC strengthened the top management of compliance management, actively cultivated
a compliance culture, innovated compliance management, optimized the management of rules
and regulations, and promoted the compliance concept of "steady and long-term development
goes along with compliance management".

Compliance management top-level design
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Supporting major special work
SDIC continued to deepen reform and development, strengthened the participation of major special laws, practiced the concept of
"creating value with rule of law", and deeply participated in the whole process and various links of major projects. The company has
strongly supported the smooth implementation of major special work of the group.

Continuously improving the level of legal risk management
In 2018, SDIC strengthened the system from the formulation to the clean-up of all aspects of supervision and management. It
focused on key business areas to carry out special investigations of legal risks, with importance given to the daily assessment and
prevention of legal risks, strengthened the coordination and guidance of major legal risk events and identified problems.

Strengthening legal protection of registered trademarks at home and abroad
In 2018, SDIC cooperated with business development, actively carried out domestic and foreign applications for registered
trademarks of the company, and completed the application for trademark registration of its main trademarks and 8 series of
trademarks in 25 categories. It successfully obtained 9 UK registered trademark certificates 9 categories in electric energy, energy
production, capital investment etc. At the same time, SDIC attached importance to strengthening the source protection of the
"SDIC" brand, continuously strengthened the company's registered trademark infringement monitoring, and adopted various rights
protection measures to achieve remarkable results.

Source protection work of SDIC well-known trademark
continues to make significant progress

CASE

In August 2018, the Market Supervision and Administration Authorities of Shandong Province and Jiangsu Province included
the SDIC's well-known trademarks in the province's Restricted Category List . That indicates that SDIC's well-known trademarks
would be protected by strict sources in the provinces of Shandong Province and Jiangsu Province. Anyone who is not authorized
by the SDIC will not be able to apply for the name of the company containing "SDIC" in the above regions. This is another major
progress made by SDIC after the Market Supervision and Management Department of the State, Beijing and Shenzhen included
SDIC's trademark into Restricted Category List.

The Compliance Management Measures was issued, and the Group Compliance Management

Committee was established to lead the work. An effective compliance management system
with clear responsibilities, comprehensive coverage, standardized procedures was initially
established.

Compliance culture
SDIC produced and released compliance culture video, carried out the "12 • 4" National
Constitution Day Compliance Promotion Campaign. Compliance concept was incorporated
into new employee training for the first time.

Special management
SDIC organized the investigation of foreign-funded enterprises' overseas compliance
operations, compiled the Special Research Report on Foreign Investment Review Mechanisms
in Major Jurisdictions in Europe and America , actively paid attention to the major compliance
issues such as overseas bidding, etc.

Institutional management
SDIC has drafted the Guidelines for the Drafting of Rules and Regulations , carried out special
clean-up and compilation of rules and regulations, promoted the standardized management
of system establishment, reform and abolishment, and promoted the implementation of the
party's normative documents into the legal compliance review of enterprises at all levels.
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Strengthening the construction of the legal advisor team
SDIC further improved and actively promoted the implementation of the general counsel system and strengthened the
leadership and work force of the rule of law. In 2018, legal personnel training class, the legal backbone talent selection and offthe-job training, and the member companies' general legal counsel training, the series of seminars on "SDIC's Law Frontiers"
were organized. The group members participated in these lectures of the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration
Commission to improve the professional level of legal personnel. SDIC linked the qualification of corporate legal counsel and the
legal positions, and amended the Administrative Measures for Corporate Legal Advisers and the Measures for the Evaluation of
Corporate Legal Advisers to expand the professional development space of the legal team.

Carrying out the "7th Five-Year Plan" law popularity campaign
SDIC continues to promote the "7th Five-Year" law-enforcement work, paying attention to the development of various forms of
legal education activities, and enhancing the rule of law for all members through a variety of popularization methods. In 2018, SDIC
organized a constitutional study theme month event, convened a constitutional counseling meeting, and promoted a number of
member companies to organize constitutional knowledge contests, laws and regulations on-site publicity and consulting services,
and printed Law Enforcement Manual to effectively create a good atmosphere for the rule of law.
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Work Safety

SDIC implements the spirit of the important instructions of General Secretary Jinping
on strengthening work safety, continuously improves the safety responsibility system,
implements a dual prevention mechanism, strengthens risk prevention and control,
strengthens safety training, and carries out work safety for contractor and construction
projects to comprehensively improve the level of enterprise safety management, and
ensure the stability of work safety.
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Work safe standardization
All

72

production enterprises

met the standards

SDIC fully upgrades the standardization of enterprise work safe and implements the work
safe responsibility of enterprise. In 2018, SDIC revised the "Comprehensive Evaluation
Standard for Safety Management" and strengthened the process management of safety
assessment. All 72 production enterprises met the standards, of which 33 were at the first
level, and the standardization level was continuously improved.

Improve the safety responsibility system
In 2018, SDIC fully promoted the construction of a safety responsibility system for
all employees, and signed safety responsibility agreement with its subsidiaries
and between the subsidiaries and the invested companies to form "layer-level
responsibility" system.

of which

33

were at the first level

Clarify responsibilities at all levels
While SDIC manages the business sectors and productions, the Group's
organizations at all levels have improved and implemented the responsibility
system for work safety, and promoted the concept of "common responsibility at
both party and government positions".

In 2018, the paticipants of work

Work safety responsibility system

safety training in SDIC

All subsidiaries of the Group have established and improved the work safety
responsibility of all departments, managerial positions and responsible personnel
at all levels who bear their respective responsibilities,with the lower level holds
responsibility for the higher level.

was

Work safety assessment
SDIC has strengthened the assessment of the implementation of the work safety
responsibility system by setting the assessment weight, target and index of work safety.

Dual prevention mechanism

24,506 person time

Work safety education and training
SDIC and its affiliated enterprises actively carried out various forms of safety publicity
and education activities to continuously improve the safety awareness of all
employees. SDIC held work safety management training courses and competition,
"work safety month" activities and other initiatives to promote the safety awareness
of all employees. In 2018, the participants of work safety training in SDIC was 24,506
person times.

Indicator

2016

2017

2018

Number of participants of work safetytrainings
(person-time)

24,682

24,403

24,506

Number of participants of trainings for persons
chieﬂy in charge (person-time)

387

497

322

Number of participants of trainings for safety
management personnel (person-time)

2,378

2,084

1,912

Number of participants of trainings for special
operation personnel (person-time)

5,621

5,746

4,873

Number of participants of trainings for new
employees (person-time)

9,793

9,203

8,251

Through the establishment and improvement of the safety supervision system,
SDIC has established a safety supervision network covering all production and
operation activities. In accordance with the general idea of “General Rules + Rules
+ Implementation Plan”, SDIC highlights risk identification and hidden risk checking,
and initially forms a dual prevention mechanism of self-identification and selfimprovement of work safety risks to effectively improve the level of work safety
management.

2018 Work Safety Management Training Course

Contractor and project safety management

Work safety inspection of Lianghekou Hydropower Station
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In 2018, SDIC carried out the “Contractor Safety Management Year” activities, and
implemented dynamic management and control of contractors through strict safety
qualification review; did a sound job in the comprehensive supervision and management
of work safety in construction projects, equipped with safety management personnel,
and conducted comprehensive safety management of the project.
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Ingenuity to be the Leader in
Automotive Fuel Systems
——Yapp's R&D Center
In the exhibition hall of YAPP's headquarters building, there are many types of
automobile fuel tanks and tubing fittings. "With this small valve, it contains more than
100 patents." Said Su Weidong, technical expert of YAPP's R&D center. From the design
of the fuel tank to the commercialization, the whole process requires a lot of high
technology. By the end of 2018, Yapp had effectively authorized 266 patents, including
42 invention patents, 220 utility model patents and 4 industrial design patents.
10 years ago, the Yapp R&D Center was recognized as a national enterprise
technology center. At present, Yapp has four R&D centers around the world, with
nearly 200 development projects each year, and has the ability to design and develop
in parallel with automakers around the world.
In November 1989, Yapp produced the first car tank in China and has been leading
the Chinese automotive plastic fuel tank industry since then. In 2018, Yapp sold
more than 10 million fuel tanks worldwide, ranking first in Asia and third in the world
for many years. Yapp led the formulation of the "plastic fuel tank for automobiles"
industry standard, and participated in the preparation of the "National-VI" standard
for the automotive industry, which was commended by the Ministry of Environmental
Protection for its outstanding contribution.

Yapp sold more than

10

Behind these achievements is the continuous innovation and accumulation of fuel
tank R&D technology for more than 20 years.

million fuel tanks worldwide,
ranking first in Asia and third
in the world for many years

266

To this end, Yapp technicians conducted special
technical training in Austria. However, the six-layer
material differs from the single layer in terms of
shrinkage rate, clip shape, etc. The technicians
took several days to solve the problems of the
weight of the box, the uneven wall of the box, and
the deformation. Even a batch of samples was
made, it was not recognized by Volkswagen.

patents

The oil tank industry at the turn of the century
was extremely competitive. The application of
multi-layer co-extrusion technology was related
to the development and even survival of Yapp.
By summing up the experience and lessons,
the technical staff regrouped and overcome the

220 utility model patents
42 invention patents
4 industrial design patents
42

Six-layer fuel tanks, from
technology introduction to
technical output
In 1997, Yapp acquired the Shanghai Volkswagen
B fuel tank project. Considering the technical
iteration and future demand, Yapp decided
to adopt advanced multi-layer co-extrusion
technology, surpassing the original supplier's
single-layer fluorination technology.

By the end of 2018, Yapp had
effectively authorized

Foreign manufacturers visit Yapp

Yapp Environmental Fuel Tank with YNTF® Technology

technical problems of rapid setting of the hot
box and transformation of the welding machine
through technology introduction and renovation.
In this way, Yapp seized the opportunity of
domestic car development, and took the project
of Shanghai Volkswagen supporting P tank as the
entry point to realize the localization and largescale production of high-quality multi-layer coextruded plastic fuel tank.

Yapp India Branch
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reducing manufacturing costs, and
reducing evaporative emission targets."
Su Weidong said, "We successfully
reduced the average thickness of the
fuel tank to 0.5 mm to achieve new
breakthrough in thickness control
technology." The vehicle's hydrocarbon
evaporative emission was cut from 1,000
milligrams per day to 50 milligrams per
day, the highest standard for international
evaporative emissions. YNTF® technology
passed the international advanced
achievements appraisal, and obtained
35 authorized patents, 5 of which cover
standards of Europe and North America,
which become another passport for Yapp
to enter the international market.

In 2016, Yapp acquired YFS Automotive
Systems Co., Ltd. and successfully
entered the US market. It applied the
self-developed "two-piece" technology
YNTF® to new projects.
"YNTF® is our reserve technology. YFS
Automotive Systems' fuel tank design
and manufacturing technology can no
longer meet US legal requirements and
market demands, which brings us the
opportunity to acquire it." Su Weidong
said. A new technology development
must take at least 5 years. This was a
typical case of Yapp's use of reserve
technology to open up new markets.
Opportunities are only for those who
are well prepared. As early as 2009,
Yapp R&D team began to develop "two
pieces" technology. The core is to install
the parts that are originally distributed
outside the tank to the inside of the tank
to reduce the evaporation of oil and
gas. How do they put the components
in or fix the installation? "Put it inside
and then weld it with a welder" "Or
make an equipment structure." The
R&D team had been brain storming,
discussing, and trying to finally choose
the "insertion method" with less product
structure modification and higher
efficiency.

Serving with
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Since 2012, Yapp R&D Center has held
technical forums with mainstream OEMs
around the world to demonstrate strong
product development capabilities to
Volkswagen, GM, Ford and Nissan in a
timely and continuous manner.
In recent years, Yapp R&D Center has
focused on the green development
direction and achieved significant results
in the research of new technologies such
as steam management fuel system, urea
tank system and new energy vehicle
fuel supply system, forming its own
technological development route and
industry-leading technology. Yapp has
provided strong technical support for
building China's own brand cars.
R&D personnel carry out six-axis dynamic simulation experiment

Equipment retrofit is another challenge in adapting to new technologies. The new
equipment used in the "two-piece" technology replaced the round-mouth equipment
that has been used until now led to the change of production and control process,
resulting in the need to modify the equipment. "One set of the high-precision equipment
from Germany is more than 5 million RMB yuan," Su Weidong said, the transformation of
equipment is much like personalized customization, but also involves many patent and
intellectual property issues.
Drop simulation, burst simulation, vibration simulation, road simulation, fire
experiment...The fuel tank designed and produced must pass more than 100 tests of
Yapp laboratory. After the only six-axis road motion simulation, indoor fire test and fuel
refueling test in China, YNTF® had mature design, development and manufacturing
capabilities.
In the spring of 2013, the YNTF® project was successfully developed. "The project made
great breakthroughs in reducing system noise, achieving product weight reduction,
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R&D personnel carry out evaporation and emission experiment
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The Clean Energy
Integrating
Wind, Solar and
Hydropowers

Operation with
Ingenious Heart

SDIC adheres to the concept of green development, sticks to the direction of clean
energy development, and continuously increases investment in clean energy
investment in hydropower, wind power, photovoltaic, etc., firmly adheres to the lowcarbon development by providing green energy to economic and social development.

In 2018

Holding installed
Newly installed
capacity of electric
capacity placed in
power business reched service reached

Protection with
Dedicated Heart

Serving with
Sincere Heart

Offering clean energy and creating
inexhaustible "China Power"

Connectivity of
Hearts

CASE

The main business of SDIC-controlled Yalong River Hydropower Development Co.,
Ltd. is hydroelectric power generation. The main stream of Yalong River has a total
of 22 hydropower stations with installed capacity of about 30 million kilowatts. At
present, the total installed capacity has reached 14.73 million kilowatts (including
30,000 new energy), with an annual power generation of about 74.2 billion kWh.
It's one of the "13th" hydropower bases in the national plan.

Newly approved
installed capacity
reached
The total installed capacity has
reached

34.08 GW

2.41GW

Insatlled capacity
of thermal power
reached

Insatlled capacity
of thermal power

15.756

GW

Installed capacity of
hydropower reached

16.745 GW

Installed capacity
of wind power,
PV power and other
new energy source
reached

1.579 GW
Proportion of
installed capacity
of clean energy
reached

53.77%

reached

about

74.2

billion kWh

Green energy: to create a demonstration base for complementary
energy of wind, solar and hydro

Installed capacity
of hydropower
reached

25 MW

Installed capacity
of wind power,PV
power and other
new energy source
reached

Proportion of
newly increased
installed capacity
of clean energy
reached

Installed capacity
of wind power,PV
power and other
new energy source
reached

200 MW

Proportion of newly
apprroved installed
capacity of clean
energy reached

100%

Hydropower
Hydropower is the maturest and largest clean and renewable resource. SDIC has
vigorously developed hydropower, continuously innovated development concepts
and methods, enhanced the proportion of hydropower in the Group's power business,
and accelerated the construction of complementary clean energy demonstration
base in Yalong River, which contributes to energy structure adjustment.
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kilowatts

Annual power generation of

2 GW

385 MW

17%

200 MW

14.73 million

Relying on the remarkable advantage of "one main body develops a river", Yalong
River Hydropower will steadily promote the development of water resources
in the entire Yalong River basin, and further promote the construction of clean
energy demonstration bases with complementary resource to create another
"Yalong River"and form a new pattern based on hydropower development and
new energy sources such as wind and solar power.
The complementary clean energy development can make full use of the
regulation performance of many hydropower stations in the Yalong River Basin,
and stabilize the impact of wind and solar power instability on the power
grid, effectively solve the absorptive problem of wind and solar power's largescale centralized transmitting to the power grid, and crack the shortcomings of
randomness, volatility of the new energy. All of these enable the optimal use of
resources and provide inexhaustible green energy for social development.

Green development: launching a full life cycle environmental
protection
Soil and water conservation is an important part of promoting eco-friendly
society and building beautiful China. Yalong River Hydropower adheres to the
concept of "coordinating watersheds and harmonious development", in the
means of incorporating environmental protection and water conservation into
the scope of project management, and carrying out "five-pronged" management
covering environmental protection, safety, quality, progress and investment
to strengthen soil and water conservation at different stages of the project. At
the same time, combined with the actual project, a series of targeted research
work on soil and water conservation was carried out, and new materials,
new technologies and new techniques for soil and water conservation were
continuously promoted, thus the technical level of soil and water conservation in
the basin was greatly improved.
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Wind power

The first phase of the Longmen
Wind Farm project annual power
capacity will reach nearly

220

million kWh

Save about

74,000 tons

of standard coal per year

Cut

28,200 tons of carbon

dioxide emissions per year

SDIC has optimized strategic layout and accelerated the development of wind power.
In 2018, the foundation grouting of the first wind turbine of SDIC Baiyin Wind Power's
5A extension project in Jingxia, Kumul was successfully completed, and the extension
project of wind power in in Yandun, Kumul has completed the fan hoisting; The wind
farm in Longmen, Pubei County, Guangxi Province was put into operation.

CASE
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Biomass
Energy

Protection with
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Serving with
Sincere Heart

The development and utilization of biomass energy is an important part of the energy
production and consumption, and an important task for improving environmental quality and
developing a circular economy. In 2018, SDIC accelerated the layout of the biomass energy
industry, continuously strengthened the research and application of related technologies, and
promoted the development and utilization of biomass energy such as fuel ethanol.

Accelerating the construction of fuel ethanol project
to help optimize energy structure

The first unit of the first phase of the Longmen Wind
Farm project was successfully connected to the grid

Connectivity of
Hearts

CASE

SDIC vigorously develops bioethanol, accelerates the pace of research and development
of cellulosic ethanol technology, and helps optimizing the structure of energy consumption
and improving the air quality.

In June 2018, the first unit of the first phase of the Longmen Wind Farm project
was successfully connected to the grid. The project was developed, put into
operation and operated by SDIC Guangxi Wind Power Co., Ltd. The construction
scale of the first phase of Longmen Wind Farm is 94MW, and a total of 28 2.5MW
and 12 2MW wind turbines. It is the first new energy project in Qinzhou, Guangxi.
After the subsequent units are connected to the grid for power generation, the
annual power capacity will reach nearly 220 million kWh, which can save about
74,000 tons of standard coal and cut 28,200 tons of carbon dioxide emissions
per year.

Strategic restructuring was successfully implemented and SDIC Bio Jilin Co.,
Ltd. was established
In September 2018, SDIC Bio and Asia's largest edible alcohol production base and
important fuel ethanol producer, Jilin Alcohol Group conducted strategic restructuring
to establish SDIC Bio Jilin Co., Ltd. This move was of great significance for promoting the
development of China's biomass energy industry, accelerating the transformation of green
and low-carbon energy, and speeding up the strategic layout of the national green new
energy industry. In the future, SDIC Bio Jilin Co., Ltd. will serve as an important fulcrum for
SDIC's bio-development, to promote the marketing of biofuel ethanol, revitalize the old
industrial base in Jilin, and provide more clean energy to the society.

The Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region Development and Reform Commission
approved the Longmen Wind Power Phase II Project (100WM) in March 2018. The
capacity of Longmen Wind Farm would reach 200MW, and the scale effect of the
wind farm would be further revealed. As of June 2018, SDIC Guangxi Wind Power
Co., Ltd. has reserved 700MW of capacity within the scope of Qinzhou, Guangxi.

SDIC Bio Hailun Fuel Ethanol Project has entered a new phase
Read More

Photovoltaic
SDIC actively carried out transformation towards green development and steadily
promoted photovoltaic power projects. In 2018, SDIC Power registered the SDIC
Aksay New Energy Co., Ltd. in the Aksay of Jiuquan, Gansu Province, and signed the
"Framework Agreement for the Development of Solar Thermal Power Projects" to
obtain 200,000 kilowatts energy in Gansu and successfully get involved in the field of
solar thermal power generation; CEEDI, in cooperation with SDIC New-energy plans
to build wind power plants and photovoltaic power plants in the Changlu, Hangu
salt field in Tianjin, using wind power and photovoltaic power to reduce the industrial
load of the salt field and build a large-scale new energy application demonstration
base in Bohai Bay.
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Biofuel ethanol: It is the world's
most widely used renewable
energy source with natural
"green" attributes. The raw
materials are mainly corn, sugar
cane, cassava, lingocellulose,
e t c . , w h i c h a re fe r m e n t e d ,
distilled, and further dehydrated
into bio-fuel. A large number
of studies find that ethanol
gasoline can reduce PM2.5
40% more than the ordinary
gasoline, which helps to
improve air quality.

SDIC actively participates in the development of the fuel ethanol industry in Heilongjiang
Province, and combines the abundant food resources of Heilongjiang to help the
economic transformation and upgrading there. In October 2018, SDIC Bio Hailun project
realized the annual production of 300,000 tons of fuel ethanol, and 50,000 tons of
cellulose fuel ethanol. The project held an on-site promotion meeting in Heilongjiang
Light Industry Park, marking the construction of the project into a new phase.
The 300,000 tons ethanol project of SDIC Bio in Hailun City consumed 924,000 tons of
corn. In addition to producing ethanol, it can also produce 258,000 tons of DDGS high-fat
feed. The 50,000 tons cellulose fuel ethanol project annually consumed 350,000 tons of
corn straw, which would be the first commercialization project of corn straw fuel ethanol
in China. The project not only obtains high-tech, but also can realize the processing and
transformation of corn on the spot and comprehensive utilization of straw, which will
improve local grain processing, promote agricultural development, increase farmers'
income, and help Heilongjiang wins the battle of "restoring blue sky".
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Energy Saving,
Emission
Reduction
and Carbon
Reduction

SDIC strictly abides by national environmental laws and regulations and establishes
its own environmental management system. Starting from the source, SDIC promotes
green investment and green production, implemented energy conservation and
emission reduction and reduced energy consumption levels. SDIC also promotes
greenhouse gas reduction actions and implements carbon trading. There were no
environmental incidents throughout the year, and the emission levels of pollutants
reached the national standard.

Operation with
Ingenious Heart

Protection with
Dedicated Heart

Serving with
Sincere Heart

Promotion of green investment and green production
In 2018, in accordance with the direction of green sustainable development strategy, SDIC continued to adjust
its layout, optimize its structure, earnestly fulfill its responsibility for ecological civilization construction, and
help China's high quality and sustainable development.

Optimization of industrial
structure and layout
2018 SDIC environmental performance
The investment in energy conservation and emission reduction was
million RMB yuan. Among them, nearly

600

in the construction of environmental protection facilities,
in energy-saving technology reform, and
control technical transformation project.
The average coal
consumption of
thermal power
supply decreased
by

4.89g

standard coal/kWh.

980

million RMB yuan was invested

241.81 million

147.5 million for pollution

The comprehensive
energy consumption
per 10,000 RMB
yuan of output
value increased by

13.75%

year-on-year.

The comprehensive
energy consumption
per 10,000 RMB
yuan of output value
was

2.12 tons

of standard coal /
10,000 yuan.

17 units of energy-saving and emission reduction have been upgraded for

coal-fired power plants.

Of the 28 coal-fired power units that have been commissioned,
reached ultra-low emission standards.

Connectivity of
Hearts

In project M&A
and development
SDIC stressed the importance of ecological
environmental protection and insisted
on "never invest in the environmentalunfriendly project."

SDIC has given high priority to the
development of strategic emerging
industries with low energy consumption and
low emissions, and increased investment
in energy conservation and environmental
protection industries, and clean energy
industries.

In production and
operation

Exploring green
financing channels

Relying on scientific and technological innovation,
SDIC has increased investment in scientific research,
promoted the technological transformation of
clean production in traditional industries, and
improved the energy efficiency of key industries and
key enterprises, effectively improved the level of
environmental protection.

SDIC has supported subsidiaries and
holding companies to issue green bonds,
explore green financing, and achieve lowcarbon development.

23 have

100%.
Flue Gas Denitrification rate of Coal-fired unit has reached 100%.

Flue Gas Desulphurization rate of Coal-fired unit has reached

The coal consumption for power supply was

302.22 g standard coal/

4.89g standard coal/kWh year-on-year, which is equivalent to
saving 300,000 tons of standard coal and reducing 810,000 tons of
kWh, down

carbon dioxide emission.

Energy conservation and emission reduction
In 2018, SDIC closely followed key locations and industries, promotedenergy conservation and environmental
protection supervision in key areas such as Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, Yangtze River Delta and Fen-Wei Plain, and
urged subsidiaries and holding companies to strengthen energy consumption control. SDIC has clarified
energy conservation and emission reduction standards and requirements, and implemented energy-saving
technological transformation. 34 projects for energy conservation and emission reduction were launched, with
a total investment of 390 million RMB yuan.

SDIC power generation structure

Improvement of the ecological environmental
management system
In 2018, SDIC issued the "Guiding Opinions on Comprehensively Strengthening
Ecological Environmental Protection Work" to promote the management system for
ecological protection, assessment methods and emergency response plans, and
guide and urge the holding enterprises to formulate the implementation of ecological
environmental protection rules, plans for environmental emergencies, and implement
the main responsibility of ecological environmental protection.
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Indicator

2016

2017

2018

Thermal power(%)

40.14

43.5

46.23

Hydropower (%)

57.10

52.88

49.13

Wind power(%)

2.32

3.12

3.23

Photovoltaic (%)

0.44

0.5

1.40
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CASE

SDIC Yili Energy implemented ultra-low
emission transformation

SDIC Yili Energy is currently the largest power generation company in Yili. In 2018,
SDIC Yili Energy invested 120 million RMB yuan to carry out ultra-low emission
conversion project of No. 1 generating fleet without affecting power generation.
In 2019, the ultra-low emission renovation project for No. 2 generating fleet
commenced.
On September 1st, 2018, the ultra-low emission conversion project of No. 1
generating fleet was completed and put into operation. After the transformation,
the pollutant emission concentration reached the national ultra-low standard
of the coal-fired generating unit, and it became the first ultra-low emission
thermal power enterprise in the Yili Valley. After the completion of the projects, it
is estimated that 30 tons of sulfur dioxide, 36 tons of nitrogen oxides and 10 tons
of soot will be reduced each year.

Implementation of carbon trading
SDIC actively responds to the national carbon trading market policy, promotes the
construction of the carbon trading market, reduces greenhouse gas emissions,
and guides investment holding companies to enhance their carbon emission
market awareness and participation. In June 2018, SDIC Beijiang Power successfully
completed the 2017 annual CO2 emissions target.
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the Ecological
Environment
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Sincere Heart
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SDIC focuses on development and protection at the same time, pays equal attention
to efficiency and social responsibility, actively implements ecological restoration
measures, protects biodiversity and habitats, and strives to reduce the impact of
business activities on the ecological environment to maintain ecological harmony.

SDIC Xiaosanxia Power carried out
fish reproduction and release

CASE

In July 2018, SDIC Xiaosanxia Power organized the release of fish in the upper
reaches of the Wujinxia Hydropower Station. For the eighth consecutive year, the
company has accumulatively released ten thousand aboriginal fishes into the
Yellow River. This year, there were more than 1,000 Lanzhou siluruses, and more
than 10,000 carp and auratus.
This is a special measure for the implementation of water conservancy and by
SDIC Xiaosanxia Power. It is a specific measure to promote the breeding of the
Yellow River aboriginal fish, and to achieve the development of the enterprise
and the environmental protection.

Yalong River Hydropower carried out fish reproduction and release
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The Scientific and Technological
Strength in Erhai Lake
——the Erhai Lake Sewage Treatment Project
"Beside Erhai Lake, watching the sunrise, time is better than ever!" The owner of the
BanqiuHuatian Inn said with ease. When you wake up, the lake is full of sunshine.
Dali people have always been proud that no matter where they are, the aura of Dali's
scenery is always lingering with them. However, as the local urbanization process
continues to accelerate, agricultural pollution and domestic sewage have caused
growing pollution in the lake, followed by backfire of the nature.
The pride of the Dali people is disappearing. In 1996 and 2003, there were two largescale cyan bacteria incidents in Erhai lake, when the pellucidity in the lake was less
than 1 meter. After the Dali people's efforts, the word, cyan bacteria, has disappeared
from people's minds. Ten years later, when the green cyan bacteria appeared again
in the Erhai Lake, everyone was shocked. When did Erhai become so vulnerable?
The underground reclaimed water plant in Wanqiao

A new mode of pollution control - PPP mode helps Erhai governance
The rescue of the Erhai is imminent!
After strict screening and open tendering, China Water Environment Group has stood out from more than 20 competitors
with its advanced management in the fields of sludge treatment and reclaimed water reuse, and has become the private
partner of the PPP project of Erhai Lake sewage treatment. In the total investment of 4.5 billion yuan, 3.49 billion RMB
yuan was approved for 2016-2020. On October 29, 2015, Dali Erhai Ecological Environment Management Co., Ltd. was
established, and the project was officially constructedin April 2016.
As a leading provider in water environment sector in China, the strength of China Water Environment Group cannot
be underestimated. After the project was signed, China Water Environment Group quickly established a technical
team of more than 40 people. After half a year of on-site research, more than 2,000 sets of data were collected. After
demonstrations with international and domestic experts, the group shortened the construction period by 6 months,
saving 600 million RMB yuan and finally signed the PPP agreement at the price of 2.98 billion RMB yuan.
Opportunities always favor those who are well prepared. In October 2017, SDIC was informed that the CITIC Industry Fund
would transfershares in China Water Environment Group, soon the SDIC team contacted the sharegolder. After adjusting
trade deals for many times, the acquisition negotiations that lasted for more than a year were finally closed. In December
2018, SDIC acquired shares in China Water Environment Group and became the largest shareholder of it.
"The protection and management of the Erhai Lake is a complex, systematic and long-term undertaking, and the PPP
model can better adapt to the systematic and long-term needs of the undertaking because it can better solve the
problems of segmented authority andincoherence.” said Hou Feng, chairman of China Water Environment Group.

The underground reclaimed water plant in Gucheng
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What are the advantages of the PPP model? Chen Jian, secretary of the Dali State Party Committee, said that the PPP
model can not only ease the government's difficulties in governing specific projects, by pooling professionals to do so,it
can also promote long-term cooperation between government and enterprises. The PPP model succeeded in helping the
Erhai Lake to solve the urgent needs of the Dali people. Since then, "Clean Erhai Lake, prosperous Dali" has become the
popular saying of the local people, and the management of the Erhai has gradually entered the right track.
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Integrated biological management
How does China Water Environment Group solve the problem of
pollution in Erhai Lake,what is the mystery?
At the toll station on the north side of Shuanglang Town, there is a
picturesque building with rows of plants planted around the white
exterior wall. It is hard to believe that this is an underground reclaimed
water plant.
“Shuanglang Water Plant's sewage treatment process is mainly
divided into three stages”, Li Yaping, a staff member of Operation
Department of Shuanglang Underground Reclaimed Water Plant,
said, “When household sewage enters the water plant, it first conducts
physical separation, through simple method of sieving, to remove the
large floating matter and gravel, ensuring the stable operation of the
equipment in the subsequent process." Subsequently, the sewage will
enter the second stage, which is the biological treatment stage.
"This stage is to use the hypoxic, anaerobic and aerobic conditions to
degrade some eutrophic substances in the sewage, such as nitrogen
and phosphorus, and then deodorize after degrading. This is a core
techniqueof our plant", Li Yaping'stalkwith pride. In the biological
treatment area, two deodorization towers are built. "By the biological
reaction of bamboo leaf charcoal and activated sludge adsorption, the
deodorization tower treats the odor of the whole plant area, so that the
deodorization discharge reaches the national standardof gas emission".

Shuanglang Underground Reclaimed Water Plant in Erhai, Dali

Finally, the biologically treated water will enter the deep treatment zone. "This stage is mainly to deeply treat
the water, adding purification agent to the water to further process the sewage through mixing, reaction and
sedimentation functions. Floating matter, nitrogen, phosphorus, etc., have been finally cleaned up to achieve
full treatment of sewage."
It is worth mentioning that the Shuanglang underground reclaimed water plant uses the "CAST+ Efficient
Sedimentation Tank" process, which includes a series of leading environmental technologies such as highefficiency solid-liquid separation systems and composite bio-deodorization systems. In addition to Shuanglang
underground reclaimed water plant, China Water Environment Group set up five other sewage treatment plants
around Erhai Lake located in Wase, Shangguan, Wanqiao, Xizhou and Gucheng. The effluent of the six water
plants has all reached the national level A standard.
At dusk, the afterglow sprinkles to the quiet lake. Several birds cross, adding a touch of color to the still lake. A
pair of chubby little feet step on the water, "Mom, the water is really clean, come and play with me... there are
many small fish in the water", the innkeeper looks at her daughter, smiling.
Comparison before and after sewage treatment
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Employee Care

SDIC adheres to the people-oriented development philosophy and safeguards the
basic rights and interests of employees. SDIC has established a scientific training
mechanism and a career promotion mechanism to provide guarantees for employees
to grow into talents. SDIC promots the construction of corporate culture to enhance
the sense of belonging and cohesiveness of employees; The company also has
organized cultural and sports activities to enrich employees' spare time.

Employee rights protection
SDIC strictly abides by the laws and regulations on the protection of workers in China and protects the basic rights and
interests of employees in accordance with the law. The company follows the principle of equal employment and builds
a fair and reasonable salary system; ensure employee occupational health by providing medical examinations and
psychological counseling; The company constantly improves the communication mechanism and creates a stable and
harmonious labor relationship.
Equal
employment

Compensation and
benefits

Occupational
health

Democratic
management
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Indicator

2016

2017

2018

Number of newly employed people (person)

1,887

3,197

7,220

Number of recruited graduating students from universities,colleges,
and vocational schools (person)

1,476

1,087

1,082

Number of demobilized soldiers resettled (person)

39

35

15

Number of member enterprises joined annuity scheme (enterprise)

38

40

46

67.8

60

60.53

18,000

22,000

23,500

Proportion of employees joined annuity scheme (%)
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Annuity size (RMB100 million)

21

21.62

24.65

Return of annuity (RMB100 million)

0.65

1.56

0.74

Return rate of annuity (%)

3.43

5.33

3.26

Proportion of member enterprises joined annuity scheme (%)
Number of employees joined annuity scheme(person)

Employee career development
SDIC pays attention to the career development of employees, builds a reasonable development channel for
employees of different positions, and provides corresponding stimulus for employees of different development
stages and different work contents, carries out precise training, promotes the improvement of employees'
professional ability, to realize the common growth of all employees.

Constructing a new pattern of "353" for talents in the new era
SDIC forms a three-level talent
management structure for the
headquarters to formulate
the general rules, subsidiary
to promote, and investment
enterprises to implement, and
strengthens the construction of
three major types of talents: interdisciplinary, leader-type and skilled
talents.
SDIC has continuously optimized
employee position management,
revised the management
measures of post appointment,
built a multi-channel mechanism
for professional development of
all kinds of talents, broadened
horizontal channels and clear
the vertical channels to promote
outstanding talents' development.
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Skilled Talents
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Formulate interim
regulations to resolve the
difficulties of employees in
designated cities, properly
solve the difficulties of living,
housing, and family visits
during the job shift, and
ensure the smooth and orderly
exchange of talents.

Adhering to the
system of labor
unions and employee
representative
conferences, the
supervisory system of
employee directors,
SDIC has issued the
"Working System
for the Proposal of
Workers' Congress"
to ensure that all
employees have
the right to know,
participate, express
and supervise.

Leading Talents

Protect employee
personal information
and privacy and
continue to improve
employee satisfaction.

In accordance with state
regulations, employees will
be paid social insurance
and housing provident
fund, continue to construct
enterprise annuity system, and
build a multi-level security
system.

Regularly organize
employee medical
examinations,
prepare emergency
medicines, carry out
the "Happiness+"
(HEAP) employee
care assistance
program. A sound
occupational health
management system
has been established
to effectively protect
employees' physical
and mental health.
In 2018, the group
headquarters
organized physical
examinations of
1,720 person time,
and psychological
consultations of 25
person time, and 10
health seminars.

Compound Talents

Strictly implement
all national labor
laws and regulations,
and implement
employment labor
contract in a full scale.
In 2018, the company's
labor contract signing
rate was 100%.

Adhere to the marketorientation, promote
the optimization of the
remuneration of subsidiaries
and investment enterprises,
highlight the actual
performance to stimulate the
enthusiasm of employees.
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Fair and just
treatment of
employees of different
nationalities, races,
genders, religious
beliefs and cultural
backgrounds; Child
labor and forced labor
are strictly prohibited.

Invested Companies

The new pattern of talent "353"
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Indicator

2016

2017

2018

585.78

714

755

111,838

124,370

105,555

8

9

8

Other management team training (person-time)

21,034

28,767

27,900

Professional and technical personnel training (person-time)

15,619

25,367

22,898

Skilled personnel training (person-time)

75,177

70,227

54,749

Investment of training in headquarters (ten thousand yuan)
Total number of trainees in SDIC (person-time)
Leadership team training (person-time)

Construction of corporate culture
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Colorful activities of employees
In 2018, through the "Happiness+" platform,SDIC promoted various employee care projects, organized major
festival activities and staff assistance; SDIC organized special events for female staff, held Spring Festival party,
sports games, badminton, 8-a-side football and 3 to 3 basketball games, so that employees can work healthily
and live happily.

In the training of young employees, SDIC
organized the practice of "Youth Learning"
and carried out May Fourth theme group
training. The company also carried out the
skill competition of "Being a good master
and building a new era", held the micro video
contest, the "SDIC Youth" speech contest, and
the youth forum, etc., to build a variety of
self-display platforms for young employees,
and promote their rapid development.

SDIC attaches great importance to the shaping role of corporate culture to enterprises, carries out rich and
colorful corporate culture activities, continuously innovates corporate culture publicity, cultivates corporate
culture brands, and enables employees to make breakthroughs in the corporate culture atmosphere.
In 2018, SDIC comprehensively sorted out the development of corporate culture, summarized and refined
the core concept of corporate culture, and strived to integrate the spirit of the 19th Party Congress and
socialist core values into corporate culture; In conjunction with the "40th Anniversary of Reform and Opening",
"Company's Day" and "National Day", it launched the "Excellent SDIC personnel" appraisal and commendation,
"Inspiring SDIC", "Company's Day" celebration, and "I have a supermom" activities. Relying on the "SDIC
Corporate Culture" WeChat account, SDIC launched many special publicities on the themes of “Wolf Culture,
Lion Spirit” and “Carrying out Family Tradition”.

CASE

Excellent SDIC personnel

In July 2018, the "Excellent SDIC personnel" selection and commendation event was officially launched.
The employees who could represent the spirit of "reform pioneer, dedication, craftsmanship, management
improvement, technological innovation and virtue" were appraised and awarded.

"SDIC Youth" speech contest,
showing the youth staff style

CASE

In 2018, the outstanding young people of 36 member companies of SDIC closely followed the theme of
“Building a New Era, Struggling for a New Youth” and showed themselves through keynote speeches,
talent shows, and impromptu speeches. The competition lasted for 3 months, and the 10 finalists who
participated in the finals came from 9 different departments and enterprises. The organizing committee
also selected the best organizer, best performance, excellent award, best team award, best creative award,
etc. to inspire more young people to release their dreams and contribute to youth in the new journey of
reform and development.

In December 2018, at the "Excellent SDIC personnel" appraisal and commendation, Sun Bin from SDIC
Luobupo Potash, Hai Tao from Yalong River Hydropower, and Lu Jingwei, the "First Secretary of the Village"
and other 10 individuals and 2 teams were awarded the "Excellent SDIC personnel" title. Through the
appraisal campaign, the company called on all employees of SDIC to actively learn the good deeds of
outstanding employees, and pass on the spirit of SDIC.
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Targeted
Poverty
Alleviation

In the spirit of "supporting the poor, helping the poor", SDIC adheres to the basic
model of poverty alleviation through industrial support, education, special project,
fund, construction, and personnel, helping poverty-stricken areas to get rid of poverty.
In 2018, SDIC issued guidelines to carry out targeted poverty alleviation work; It also
issued documents such as the "Contacting System for Targeted Poverty Alleviation
and Designated Personnel Work" and "Several Provisions on Integrity in Poverty
Alleviation" and further improved the implementation of poverty alleviation work.

Number 2018
Invested in poverty
alleviation funds
of

62.38 million

RMB yuan

The fixed-point
poverty alleviation
investment totaled

36.087

million

Benefiting

Consoling a total
of

800 poor

families

9 new staff

sent to povertystricken area

officials of

62

registered poor
people

people

The total amount
of donated
education funds is

Training start-ups
entrepreneurs of

7.08 million RMB

238 people

yuan

1,184 students

from poverty family
got assisted

520,000

RMB

yuan allowance

areas has completed

40

The industrial development fund
in poverty-stricken areas has
completed a total investment of

2.2 billion RMB yuan

63 investment projects

completed by Central-SOE
industrial investment funds in
poverty-stricken areas

The industrial investment fund
from the central enterprises
for the poverty-stricken
areas has completed the
project investment amount of

12.897 billion RMB yuan
Purchased
agricultural
products of

835,000

RMB
yuan in povertystricken areas

Released a total of

The industrial development
fund in poverty-stricken
investment projects

Training grassroots

20,202
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In May 2018, Chairman of
the SDIC, Wang Huisheng
(second from left) and the
representatives from Poverty
Alleviation by Central SOEs
Promotion Committee
visited Bulenggou Village,
Dongxiang County, Gansu
Province

As of 2018

RMB yuan

Helping the sale
of agricultural
products of

1.09 million RMB

yuan in poor areas
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Two poverty alleviation funds
will drive income in the povertystricken area increased by
billion RMB yuan annually

Industrial poverty alleviation
In 2018, SDIC continued to strengthen the fixedpoint poverty alleviation work in Ning County and
Heshui County of Gansu Province and Pingtang
County, Luodian County of Guizhou Province.
On the basis of implementing infrastructure
projects such as dilapidated house renovation,
drinking water project and road construction,
SDIC promoted the industrial poverty alleviation,
and invested 12.75 million RMB yuan throughout
the year; Through the shareholding cooperatives
and leading enterprises in various regions, SDIC
developed panting and breeding projects for
medicine, fruit and meat, built a group of national
handicraft workshops, introduced 3 leading
enterprises, completed investment of more than
40 million RMB yuan, and provided more than 700
jobs in the poverty-stricken area.

In May 2018, Qian Meng, deputy general manager of SDIC(second
from left), visits the poor households in Haozuipu Village, Ning
County, Gansu Province

Education poverty alleviation
In 2018, SDIC increased efforts of education poverty alleviation, and invested a total of 7.08 million RMB yuan in education
assistance funds throughout the year to support 1,184 students; implemented the second phase of the pairing assistance activities,
a total of 934 employees worked together to help 439 students from poverty families; built a new classroom in Heshui County;
repaired or built the dormitory, canteen and other buildings in the Dongdian Central School of Luodian County, the Luodian 2nd
Elementary School, Dating Central School, and added teaching equipments for the kindergarten.

3.2

Special poverty alleviation
Two poverty alleviation funds
created

480,000 jobs

In order to help achieve sustainable poverty alleviation, SDIC is guided by the needs of poverty-stricken counties, actively exerting
the advantages of investment platform resources, and innovatively launching special poverty alleviation projects such as overseas
labor export, "insurance + futures", e-commerce poverty alleviation, and skills training. All resource were pooled to the targeted
poverty counties. Among them, SDIC played the value of “SDIC Charity No. 1 Trust” and used the trust property to support poverty
alleviation projects. In 2018, the " SDIC Taikang Trust•Gansu Lintao Industrial Poverty Alleviation Charity Trust" was established,
which helped more than 130 poverty-stricken households to get rid of poverty every year and drive 2,600 farmers to plant lily. “SDIC
Charity No. 1 Trust” was awarded the 10th “China Charity Award” by the Ministry of Civil Affairs.
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In addition, SDIC has extensively integrated the resources of social welfare
organizations, and carried out assistance projects for specific groups with the China
Foundation for Poverty Alleviation, Shanghai True Love Dream Foundation, and
Liaoning Aizhiguang Anti-Blind Foundation. In 2018, SDIC donated 2 million yuan
to the Aizhiguang Blindness Prevention Foundation to set up the "Love Light•SDIC
Blindness Special Fund" for free cataract surgery and genetic eye disease screening
in Guizhou Province. SDIC also organized many public welfare activities such as
adolescent eye vision correction and eye care training.

Engineering poverty alleviation

SDIC took the lead to pool social
capital of over

170 billion

RMB yuan invested in the povertystricken areas

The two funds have invested
a total of

103 projects in

poverty-stricken areas

Seven poverty
alleviation platforms
Modern
agriculture
platform

Resource
development
platform

Medical
health
platform

Clean energy
platform

Industrial
finance
platform

Production
and
distribution
platform

Capital
operation
platform
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In the area of investment projects, SDIC has combined engineering construction with
poverty alleviation work to solve infrastructure problems such as roads, water and
power facilities in poverty-stricken areas, and drive the employment of people in
poverty-stricken areas, which would promote local economic and social development
and promote people's livelihood and prosperity in terms of production. In 2018, SDIC
continued to carry out poverty alleviation projects in Sichuan, Guangxi, Yunnan and
Guizhou, and completed 3.13 billion yuan in poverty alleviation to help poor areas
improve backward infrastructure conditions.
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10 billion social capital into Sichuan
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In September 2018, the Poverty Alleviation Fund of Central SOEs signed 14 industrial projects in Sichuan Province with a total
investment of 11.771 billion RMB yuan. It is expected that after the completion of the project, it will directly or indirectly create
18,000 new jobs for with an annual tax contribution of 420 million RMB yuan.

Poverty Alleviation Fund and Sichuan Energy

Poverty Alleviation Fund Invested Enterprise -

Investment Group

China Agricultural Products Supply and Marketing

SDIC led the establishment of the FOF of the Poverty
Alleviation Fund with a total scale of 2.5 billion RMB
yuan.This FOF will jointly integrate the social capital to
the upstream lithium resources of the battery industry,
and promote the coordinated development of the entire
industrial chain of SCEI, which is expected to directly create
1,200 jobs and bring benefit to 30,000 people living in
poverty.

Holdings Co., Ltd.
The fund invested 1.05 billion yuan to build a
comprehensive wholesale market for agricultural
and sideline products in Neijiang, a western Sichuan
agricultural and sideline products logistics park in Ya'an.
The two companies will promote the production and
marketing of agricultural products, and open up the whole
industry chain of supply and sales.

Poverty Alleviation Fund Invested Enterprise Guangdong Yihao Foodstaff Co., Ltd.

Fund poverty alleviation
In 2018, SDIC participated in the establishment and management of two statelevel industrial poverty alleviation funds - industrial development funds and
industrial investment funds in poverty-stricken areas, and focused on seven sectors
which are in urgent need in the poor areas such as agriculture ,mineral resources,
manufacturing, industrial parks, tourism, and electric power.SDIC took the lead to
pool social capital of over 170 billion RMB yuan invested in the poverty-stricken
areas, effectively improving the development industries in poverty-stricken areas. As
of the end of December 2018, the two funds have invested a total of 103 projects in
poverty-stricken areas, with an investment of 15.097 billion RMB yuan, covering all 14
concentrated areas in deep poverty, involving 202 counties in 27 provinces.

Cooperating with Ganzi Prefecture, the fund invested 500
million RMB yuan to build a yak project, with a yak breeding
farm and a fertilizer plants in Ganzi Prefecture. It is expected
to produce 20,000 calves and 40,000 cattle per year, with
annual sales of 560 million RMB yuan.It will create a total
annual income of 350 million RMB yuan for local herders,
and activate the market awareness and influence of Ganzi
cattle in the country.

Poverty Alleviation Fund Invested Enterprise - Elion
Ecological Restoration Co., Ltd.
With the new model of ecological poverty alleviation, the
fund conducted ecological management and industrial
poverty alleviation in poverty-stricken areas, to improve the
ecological environment and economic development. The
total investment of the project is planned to be 5.701 billion
RMB yuan.

Poverty Alleviation Fund Invested Enterprise - Jiangxi
Yangshi Fruit Industry Co., Ltd.

The fund manager - SDIC Chuangyi Fund has explored the formation of the "1, 2, 3, 4,
5" industrial poverty alleviation model, and solved the practical problems of financing
in poverty-stricken areas.

"1, 2, 3, 4, 5" industrial poverty alleviation model

Investing 300 million RMB yuan, a high-quality agricultural
product integration project was built in Langzhong City. The
fund would help the company build 600,000 mu of orange
planting with an output of 1.2 million tons, driving sales
revenue of 10 billion RMB yuan, tax payment of 600 million
RMB yuan, and 28,000 jobs.

Jiangxi Yangshi Fruit

One goal Exploring market-oriented industrial fund poverty alleviation methods and
promoting regional economic development in poverty-stricken areas
Two principles Adhere to the effect of industrial fund poverty alleviation, adhere to
the preservation, appreciation and exit strategy of industrial funds
Three guarantees system Fund governance system, risk control system, audit
monitoring system
Four subjects Industry Fund + Enterprise + Poor Area Resources + Poor Population
Five standards Standardization of investment decision-making, team building,
informationization of post-investment management and branding

Cadre-assisted poverty alleviation campaign
In 2018, according to the needs of the counties where SDIC was launching
targeted poverty alleviation, SDIC further increased the number of cadres
working for poverty alleviation work by selecting one cadre to serve as
deputy governor, four cadres to serve as deputy magistrate, and another
four to serve as first village general secretary. This marked the formation of a
three-level cadre system, covering cities, counties and villages. This system
would strengthen the overall coordination of poverty alleviation work and
accelerate the poverty reduction of these counties.

In January 2019, SDIC Poverty Alleviation
Office held a symposium on poverty
alleviation
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Community
Care

SDIC adheres to the philosophy of “sharing development achievements” by
contributing to the harmonious and healthy development of the community during
the whole process of project investment, construction and operation. It pays close
attention to the development of local communities, guides member companies to
extensively participate in community construction, and actively gets integrated into
local communities.
SDIC member companies combine community needs with their own advantages
to create a harmonious social atmosphere through community science publicity,
safety knowledge presentation, participation in community activities, and providing
community support.

CASE

SDIC Caofeidian Port organizes a series of activities
to bring warmth into communities

SDIC Caofeidian Port took the company’s civilized creation campaign as a
starting point, organized various joint community-building activities to promote
community integration and fulfill its corporate social responsibility.
In April 2018, in order to guide employees and community members to inherit
and carry forward traditional Chinese virtues, SDIC Caofeidian Port organized a
charity sales event and used the proceeds to purchase necessities for the elderly
in the nursing house. The voluntary dedication to helping the disadvantaged
would mobilize more people to become practitioners of the civilized society. At
the same time, an environmental protection publicity signing event was held to
call on community residents to raise awareness of environmental protection and
build a green community.
In June 2018, work safety volunteers from SDIC Caofeidian Port carried out
volunteering activities themed with “Safety Ensures our Happiness” in the
community. Volunteers explained to residents the safe use of electric bicycles,
elevator safety, self-rescue skills, electricity safety, etc., to popularize safety
knowledge and promote safety culture.
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piece of beauty to community development
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Huaxia Power is a holding company of SDIC Power and the largest power plant in Xiamen. It has been
present in Ludao during the past 25 years, and has always been committed to solving the problem of
developing electricity there. At the same time, with its deep love for Xiamen, Huaxia unrelentingly exerts its
expertise to carry out public welfare services and seek common growth with Xiamen Haicang District.

Perform electric science popularization to ignite children’s scientific dreams
Huaxia Power is also a youth science education base in Haishu District. It has been assisting primary
and secondary schools to carry out popular science activities for many years. It uses simulated power
generation models to demonstrate power generation process. By vividly and scientifically popularizing the
principle of power generation to children, it attracted the interests of young children in power knowledge
and inspired them to explore the wonders of the physics world.

Appliance repair, professional skills is used to serve the community
Huaxia Power has a volunteer team that is proficient in appliance repair and handling power problems. It
has been bringing convenience to residents’ lives by providing volunteer services such as home appliance
maintenance and power use consultation among villagers and nearby community residents for more than
ten years.

Forge partners with students in need
Huaxia Power also cooperated with Zhongshan Primary School, which specializes in receiving children from
migrant workers in Haishu District, and actively raised funds for the school to add necessary facilities and
equipment to support students in need; and by launching themed activities, Huaxia Power popularized
safe use of electricity, electricity saving and other common sense for students.

Long-lasting companionship with sincerity
Huaxia Power has organized unpaid blood donation for 18 consecutive years; participated in volunteer
services for past marathon races, Spring Festival travel rush, and transportation supervision; and forged
partners with Xianyue Hospital and City Children’s Library to practice social responsibility… All these
manifest that Huaxia Power has been making uninterrupted and unrelenting efforts in CSR fulfillment.
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Youth
Volunteering
Action

Volunteer service is an important symbol of the progress of social civilization. SDIC
advocates the volunteering spirit of “dedication, friendship, mutual assistance, and
progress”, encourages and guides employees to actively participate in volunteer
service, and organizes plenty of volunteer service activities. From serving the elderly
in seniors’ home to caring for the children of migrant workers, from donation of
used clothes to voluntary blood donation, the volunteers convey the power of love
through practical actions. In 2018, SDIC organized 150 young volunteers in Beijing
and provided more than 100 lectures in Beijing Huaao School, a facility for children of
migrant workers. These lectures covered topics in science and humanities, and greatly
broadened their horizons.
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Volunteers are ordinary people, with ordinary faces and ordinary uniforms; Volunteers are
extraordinary, with extraordinary hearts and extraordinary spirits. I encounter different touching
moments in each and every volunteering activity.
--Volunteer from the Youth League Committee of SDIC

Voluntary teaching activities not only enable children to gain knowledge and broaden their
horizons, but also promote the growing-up process of our volunteers. To be a better man, I did it!
--Volunteer of SDIC Taikang Trust Group Branch

CASE

SDIC youth volunteers draw close to the Huaao
Migrant Workers Children’s School

Every dream is worth cultivating. In 2018, SDIC Youth Volunteers came to Huaao
School in Shijingshan District of Beijing, a school set up for children of migrant
workers, and taught science and humanities classes for children throughout the
year. This program has been carried out for three consecutive years.
Volunteers used their spare time to prepare courses and find materials according
to the ages of the students and the requirements of quality education. They
carefully prepared special courses in Chinese culture, European art, culinary
class, reading and life, etc., and passed their reflections and feelings for love and
beauty to these young and sunny minds.
Courses offered by volunteers have been greatly welcomed by children. When
sunshine came in from the window and sprinkled on children’s smiling faces, the
volunteers sincerely hoped that these courses would open a window for their
dreams.
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SDIC Beibuwan carried out caring
activities, for left-behind children

CASE

On June 1, 2018, SDIC Beibuwan youth volunteer service team launched the theme activity of "caring for
left-behind children and helping targeted poverty alleviation", celebrating the Children’d Day Festival with
children of Shiquanhui primary school in Guashan village, Shikang Town, Hepu County.
Shiquanhui primary school is the only school in the village, which is designated to SDIC Beibuwan as a
target of poverty alleviation, with only 73 students, 5 regular teachers and 3 substitute teachers. Most of
the students are left-behind children. Volunteers brought school supplies and snacks for the children, and
carried out a series of fun activities with them.
Volunteers played and laughed with the children together, bringing joy, warmth and care to the left-behind
children to enrich their cultural life.
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Heart Story

On April 15th, 2016, Li Ruiqi of
SDIC Communications Holding Co.,
Ltd. became a poverty alleviation
cadre in Luodian County, Guizhou
Province. This year marked the 22nd
year of SDIC’s assistance project
in Luodian County. From this year
onwards, SDIC started to have an
independent poverty alleviation
organization, formulated a fiveyear poverty alleviation plan and a
three-year action plan, and shifted
from widespread aid delivery to
targeted industrial promotion in
terms of poverty alleviation. With
the support of the SDIC Party Group,
Li Ruiqi shouldered the mission and
went to Luodian to help the poor.

Dongwang Community has
completed the renovation of

528 rural dilapidated houses
50 villager groups have
basically achieved stable water
supply

"Good Days Are from Endeavors"
——Practice and Exploration of Li Ruiqi,
a Poverty Alleviation Cadre
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“The poverty level is really beyond imagination, and there should be no such poverty in peace era...” Li Ricqi
really realized the urgency and arduousness of poverty alleviation task after investigating households in
Dong Wang. “If we really want to get rid of poverty, we must really develop. We must fundamentally solve the
practical difficulties of water and road access, and help the people create a stable source of income.” In his
view, the foundation of poverty alleviation lies in development, and development must start from industry.
Consulting experts, checking information and visiting villages became the main content of Li Ruiqi’s daily
work. “To do a good job in poverty alleviation through industrial development, we must do the preparatory
work according to local conditions; otherwise no projects can be implemented.” Li Ruiqi looked for resources
in each village, and after mastering solid first-hand information, Li Ruiqi began to work out a “tailor-made”
poverty alleviation plan for Dong Wang community.
“Amomum is easy to grow; bee sugar plum is scarce in the market, and the price is relatively high.” After
comparing many projects, the Amomum and the bee sugar plum planting projects became the first step of
Li Ruiqi’s plan. Under the convening of the village committee, all the poor households in the community were
included in the cooperative. They can participate both in the work and in dividend sharing, and the industry
has a foundation. Later on, Li Ricqi built a farmer’s market in Dongwang Town. As traders from neighboring
counties started to come to the market, the market became alive. Rent income was paid to villagers as
dividends, and the community started to have collective income.
Characteristic economic crop cultivation, farmer’s market, dilapidated house renovation, water diversion
project, more and more plans were implemented in the Dongwang community... In the past few years, with
the support of SDIC, Dongwang Community has completed the renovation of 528 rural dilapidated houses.
50 villager groups have basically achieved stable water supply, and the group communication has basically

Li Ruiqi (third from left) visited a poor family in Luodian, Guizhou

Stick to poverty alleviation work in Dongwang
community: “Advance the growth of the whole
village to get rid of poverty”
As soon as he took office, Li Ruiqi found his way into the mountain with a driver.
After four days, he ran more than 500 kilometers on the winding mountain roads. He
wanted to know as soon as possible how poor this minority county was, what they
needed most, and what he could do to help.
“Assistance fund is limited, and it’s difficult to change the poverty situation by
delivering widespread but small aids.” Li Ruiqi talked about why he chose to promote
the whole village in Dongwang Community. “Dongwang Community is the most
remote and poorest township in Luodian County. It is the last and most difficult one
on the list of poverty alleviation in the county.”
Located in the northwestern part of Luodian County, Dongwang Community is the
most remote one among all the 26 towns of the county. Due to the lack of hardened
roads, it took two and a half hours to travel through the 64-km mountain road. Five of
the eight administrative villages in the community were deeply poverty-stricken. It is a
typical karst land in the Mashan hinterland. The per capita arable land is less than 0.8
mu, and the incidence of poverty exceeds 34%.
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SDIC Property Management, Guizhou Guitianxia and Luodian County reached an agreement to help promote agricultural
products outside the Luodian County
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been solved. “Our poverty alleviation effect is gradually emerging. In 2018, Xingxiang
Village, a key assisted village, has been out of poverty. In 2019, the whole community
will be lifted out of poverty.” Li Ruiqi said.

Introducing Hubei Shennong Co., Ltd: “IndustryDriven” actions accelerate poverty alleviation
To achieve total poverty alleviation and long-term sustainable development, it is
necessary to develop industries. However, how to implement industry-driven poverty
alleviation on a piece of broken and barren land is a puzzling question for Li Ruiqi .
“I want to use the two poverty alleviation funds managed by SDIC to make some
investment in the county.” He inspected dozens of local projects in one year; however,
no enterprise met the fund investment conditions. Li Ruiqi was a bit frustrated, “Either
the investment is not true, or the financial management is not standardized, and it is
difficult to change in the short term.”
“If we can’t get it straight, we can go around. Time does not wait for people, and the
fund must be used.” Li Ruiqi met the fund management team to discuss and invite
funds to invest in other regions in Luodian. “If you come in, you must stay and give
the company a chance to make use of the poverty alleviation policy,” Li Ruiqi said
excitedly.
In addition to attracting and persuading companies to feel assured to invest, they
must also convince government departments to break old stereotypes and hand over
resources to leading companies. After coordinating concerned parties to reach a
consensus, Li Ruiqi introduced Hubei Shennong Co., Ltd. into Luodian County, which
invested 220 million RMB yuan to build a Chinese herbal medicine planting base and
a Chinese medicine decoction piece processing factory. Through the approach of
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“leading enterprise + cooperative + farmer”, the Chinese medicine industry has found
a breakthrough in Luodian County, which became the first central enterprise poverty
alleviation fund project introduced into Luodian County.
“By introducing the Hubei Shennong, bringing land transfer income to local people,
providing employment income and planting recycling income, the construction of
Chinese medicine beverage processing plants has helped local industry upgrade,
and has injected a constant driving force for poverty alleviation.” Li Ruiqi said.

Innovative poverty alleviation: five platforms
In June 2018, after completing the two-year tenure as poverty alleviation cadre, Li
Ruiqi was transferred to SDIC Poverty Alleviation Office as full-time deputy director:
“Here, I can gather more resources and continue my unfinished poverty alleviation
work on a larger scale.”
The “Price Insurance + Futures” Project tailored to impoverished fruit farmers in
Gansu Province is a success story that SDIC created with its own synergy advantages.
SDIC Essence Securities, SDIC Insurance Brokers, and SDIC Zhonglu Fruit Juice jointly
provided “double insurances” for apple prices to 331 poverty-stricken farmers, who
operated 4,000 mu of orchards in Ning County and Heshui County. For these farmers,
the average proceedings from this business was over 4,500 RMB yuan per household.
Innovation goes beyond this. SDIC made efforts to alleviate poverty by organizing
labor export, labor union consumption and telemedicine diagnosis, launching
partner assistance and setting up two information-based poverty alleviation
platforms, namely Public Welfare Donation App and SDIC Public Welfare App. In
less than one year, Li Ruiqi actively engaged in various business segments of SDIC,
integrated the advantages of various sectors, mobilized the enthusiasm of employees
to help the poor, and explored more innovative ways to carry out poverty alleviation
work.
“From the enterprise to the employees, the entire SDIC has been mobilized into
action.” Li Ruiqi is very happy about this. “Now, everyone has formed a consensus.
As a central enterprise, we have the responsibility and confidence to win the fight
against poverty!”

SDIC Chuangyi Fund adopted Shennong Materia Medica Project in Luodian
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SDIC Charity Donation Platform Mobile Phone Interface
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New
Achievements
in “Belt & Road
Initiative”

SDIC is committed to thoroughly implementing “Belt & Road Initiative” and getting
actively integrated into economic globalization. Through overseas direct investment,
international engineering contracting and international trade, it continuously
expands global partnerships, with a view to propelling global economic and social
development and creating win-win values. While accelerating the pace of “Going
Global”, SDIC adheres to the philosophy of “extensive consultation, joint contribution
and shared benefits”, actively fulfills corporate citizenship responsibilities &
obligations, promotes people-to-people connectivity, and contributes to building a
community of shared future for mankind.

CASE

SDIC Mining Investment Co., ltd. acquires
28% stake of Arab Potash Corp.

In 2018, SDIC Mining and Canada’s Nutrien reached an agreement to acquire
the shares of the Arab Potash Corp.(APC) held by Nutrien. Upon completion of
the acquisition, SDIC Mining would hold approximately 28% of APC’s equity and
become the largest shareholder of APC.

In 2018, APC produced and
sold

2.44

million tons of

potassium chloride

APC is the only company engaged in the development of potash in Jordan. It
has the franchise of the mineral resources granted by the Jordanian government
in the Dead Sea region. It is the eighth largest potash producer in the world. In
2018, it produced and sold 2.44 million tons of potassium chloride.
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CASE

In December 2018, COMPLANT (a subsidiary of SDIC) and Tialoc Singapore reached a strategic investment
and cooperation agreement. This investment is another important strategic deployment of SDIC along
“Belt & Road” countries, an important measure to build SDIC’s international business platform, and also
a development strategy for COMPLANT to shift towards “professionalization, chain development and
localization”.
Tialoc Singapore has strong professional advantages in EPC, environmental technology and composite
materials. The Group has the highest level of engineering contracting qualifications in Malaysia and
Vietnam. It is a comprehensive engineering turnkey service provider integrating engineering design,
electrical and process system integration, construction, installation and operation and maintenance. It is
also the designated single-source supplier and strategic partner of many top international companies.
Through this cooperation, COMPLANT will use the deep technical background and manufacturing strength
of Tialoc Singapore in environmental engineering to rapidly improve its engineering contracting &
construction capabilities in the above fields, and provide first-class environmental management, recycling
technology and system support to chemical industry, electronics, pharmaceutical, solar and other related
industries in Southeast Asia and other parts of the world.

China is the world’s largest consumer of potash fertilizer. This project has positive
significance for ensuring the supply of potash fertilizer in China’s market and
ensuring national food security. Based on this cooperation, SDIC will actively carry
out more exchanges with Arab Potash Corp. and more companies in the Jordan
region, find more cooperation opportunities in other mineral resources, electricity,
medicine and other fields, and continuously expand cooperation with local
enterprises.
This cooperation not only brought new impetus and guarantee to the
future development of the Arab Potash, but also excited and inspired
the Jordanian people. This marks the beginning of cooperation between
the two companies as well as a new chapter in the friendly exchanges
between the two countries.
-- Jamal Sarahella, Chairman of Arab Potash Corp.

Environmental protection industry is a strategic growth area identified by Singapore. The
acquisition of Tialoc Singapore reflects COMPLANT’s strategic vision and professional
capabilities. The two sides now are joining hands to contribute more to the construction of Belt
& Road Initiative.
——Zhong Manying, Minister Counsellor, Economic and Commercial Counsellor’s Office of the
Chinese Embassy in Singapore

SDIC Trade became the first domestic company using CNY for
settlement of additional Kazakhstan wheat procurement

CASE

SDIC Trade continued to promote its business layout in “Belt & Road” countries, strived to carry out
economic and trade cooperation at a wider, higher and deeper level, and assisted the construction of a
national economic and trade cooperation system in “Belt & Road” countries.

SDIC Chairman Wang Huisheng (second from right) met with Jamal Sarahella, Chairman of Arab Potash Corp. during the
first China International Import Expo in Shanghai
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In August 2018, SDIC Trade gave full play to its to promote cross-border CNY settlement and successfully
realized the settlement of additional Kazakhstan wheat in CNY. This transaction greatly propelled the
internationalization of CNY. CNY-based pricing and settlement are conducive to the investment of
SDIC Trade and cooperative enterprises to avoid the risk of exchange rate fluctuations and promote the
facilitation of Sino-Kazakhstan trade and investment. At the same time, the opening of this business
channel is also conducive to the optimization of China’s wheat import structure, and constitutes an actual
contribution from SDIC Trade in ensuring China’s food security.
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SDIC's CIIE time

From November 5th to 10th, 2018, China hosted the 1st China International Import Expo (CIIE), attracting 172 countries, regions
and international organizations and more than 3,600 companies to participate. Over 400,000 domestic and foreign buyers
came to the meeting to negotiate purchases. This grand event showcased China’s commitment to open its doors to the outside
world and build a community of shared future for mankind. Besides, it was also a major measure for China to promote trade
liberalization and economic globalization and open market to the world. SDIC fully implemented the national concept of opendoor development, carefully prepared for and actively participated in the Expo, and made new explorations of “ bringing in”
and “going out” with new results.

“Bringing in”: Serving domestic consumers’ “decent lives”
On November 8, SDIC held an import trade matchmaking & signing ceremony. The SDIC procurement team signed trade import
agreements worth of 6 billion RMB yuan with 20 companies from 15 countries including Australia, Canada, Mexico and Pakistan.
The products include bananas, peas, flaxseed, aquatic products, wool, cotton yarn, sorghum, barley, and other food and textile raw
materials that people need for a better life.
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OMO3 Sugar Factory Makes the "Sweet" Dream
of the Ethiopian People Come True
The Omo Valley, located more than 800 kilometers south of the Ethiopian capital of Addis Ababa, is dotted
with lush forests and bushes, and is home to more than 20 mysterious primitive tribes such as the Lip-plate
tribe. Today, the sugar factory located in the Omo Valley brings a modern civilization to the tribe as well as a
“sweet” life to more local residents.
Since 2013, COMPLANT has built three large sugar factories Kemsem, OMO2 and OMO3 in Ethiopia. In
October 2018, the last project, the OMO3 sugar factory, was successfully completed and started to produce
sugar. The OMO3 sugar factory is currently the most automated sugar factory in Ethiopia with the fastest
construction and commissioning speed.

In recent years, SDIC has expanded international trade and cooperation, increased the procurement of high-quality foods such as
nuts and seafood, and is committed to bringing quality products from around the world to dining tables of Chinese households.

OMO3 Sugar Factory Aerial View

Yang Xiaohui (second from right), head of SDIC procurement team and SDIC Vice President, visited
a CIIE pavilion

“Going Global”: Exploring and Building a World-Class Capital Investment Company
During the CIIE, SDIC invited Cambodian guests to hold bilateral meetings on trade and investment. Relying on SDIC Trade,
the two sides gave full play to their rich trade experience and decided to replace transshipment with direct import to improve
Cambodia’s trade status with China. A consensus was reached to support Cambodia in upgrading its basic logistics facilities.
The two sides unanimously stated that they would continue to deepen cooperation and exchanges between the two sides,
expand the scale of bilateral trade, achieve mutual benefit and reciprocity, and jointly embrace a broader and better future.
In addition, Head of SDIC Trade and the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Uruguay negotiated to strengthen business cooperation
between the two parties. Uruguay has attached great importance to and affirms Sino-Uruguay’s long-standing friendship and
in-depth economic exchanges, and hopes to recommend Uruguay's excellent products and services to the Chinese people
and achieve mutual benefits and win-win development. SDIC Trade has a long history of cooperating with high-quality traders
from Uruguay, and continues to maintain close ties with them. The company has consistently maintained a high market share
in the import of wool, meat and milk products of Uruguay, and hopes to further consolidate the cooperation between the two
sides and expand business cooperation scope.
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Supply sugar to drive local economic development
OMO3 is a comprehensive sugar factory equipped with 2*30MW power plant and a daily processing capacity
of 12,000 tons of sugar cane. It adopts the two-step sugar refining method, and can meet the operation
needs of many complicated working conditions. In total, it can produce three products in line with market
needs, including raw sugar, white sugar and refined sugar. After the sugar factory is put into production, the
average daily sugar production would reach 800-1000 tons, effectively compensating for supply shortage of
sugar in Ethiopia and greatly contributing to the economic and social development of Ethiopia.

The successful completion of OMO3 sugar factory has made the dream of the Ethiopian
people a reality. After the sugar factory is put into production, the average daily sugar
production would reach 800-1000 tons, which is the best way to develop the OMO Valley. We
really appreciate the contributions of COMPLANT and all Chinese personnel involved in the
construction of the project.
—— Abiy Ahmed, Ethiopian Prime Minister
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Boost employment and allow more people to get engaged
in “the sweet career”
The high-speed construction and high-quality output of OMO3 sugar factory not only boost the development
of the Ethiopian economy, but also create a wealth of employment opportunities for local residents. The
production, operation and management of sugar factories can directly provide more than 300 jobs for the
locality; it would also promote local employment by heating up the needs in transportation, catering industry,
facility maintenance and other ancillary services. For example, the factory needs 80 drivers to transport sugar
cane in one shift, and 240 drivers are needed in total for three shifts. In addition, after the sugar cane is
mature, tens of thousands of people are needed for the felling of sugar cane.

Provide skill training to create a happy life
In order to improve the local production and operation level, COMPLANT also provides multi-faceted training
for employees of Ethiopia. In addition to trainings for operators and managers at the project site, COMPLANT
also mobilized technical personnel to China for professional technical trainings.
Endris Mohamma, a mechanical engineer of the OMO3, is one of them. In the training, I learned about boilers,
steam turbines, thermal equipment and chemical equipment, and visited several Chinese sugar factories.
These are very important to my work.” Talking about the future life, Endris Mohamma is full of confidence, “I
like to work in sugar factory. I can get a lot of knowledge and experience here. The life here is also very good.
More medical and recreational facilities will be built in the future, and life will get better and better!”
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Join Hands with Polish APPOL to
Produce Healthy Juice
On December 14, 2017, head of SDIC Zhonglu Fruit Juice Co., Ltd. (referred to as SDIC Zhonglu) signed

Investment Agreement on APPOL Group Company with three natural person shareholders of APPOL Group

in Warsaw, Poland. The signing of the agreement marks an important progress in the overseas M&A of SDIC
Zhonglu.
APPOL Group in Poland is located in the apple producing region of Europe. It is one of the largest
concentrated apple juice companies in Poland and one of the largest producers of not-from-concentrate
juice (NFC juice) in Europe. The raw material of organic juice produced by APPOL Group is a certified organic
agricultural product or certified wild fruit. It does not use other chemical compounds, such as preservatives,
synthetic pigments, etc., except for the natural auxiliary materials allowed. It does not use radiation
technology and genetic modification technology.
In June 2018, the two parties completed 100% equity acquisition and delivery. In 2018, APPOL's total profit
increased by 500% year-on-year, and successfully achieved business integration with its domestic parent
company, providing important support for overall performance and international market layout. This
overseas acquisition is an important part of SDIC Zhonglu's “Going Global” strategy and a key step in the
exploration of innovation and development. As the first case of the concentrated juice industry to set out
overseas capacity layout, it is of positive significance for promoting the supply side reform of the industry
and realizing the upgrade of domestic juice beverage consumption. At the same time, this overseas
acquisition is a useful exploration for central listed companies to break through the competitive industries.
It is also an important practice in response to the requirements of the 19th National Congress of “Building a
Comprehensive Open and New Pattern” and the “Belt & Road” Initiative.

On July 7, 2018, the 7th Meeting of Heads of Government of Central and Eastern European Countries and
China was held in Sofia, Bulgaria. The 100% Share Acquisition Agreement Between SDIC Zhonglu Fruit Juice
Co., Ltd. and Polish APPOL Group was included in the accomplishment list of the meeting.

OMO3 successfully produces sugar
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APPOL production and processing scene
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Heart Story

Located in eastern Africa, Uganda
stretches across the Equator and
occupies a total area of 241,500
s q u a re k i l o m e t e r s , w h i c h a re
inhabited by 50 million people.
Most of its territory is located on
the plateau of East Africa, with an
average elevation of 1000-1200
meters. It is known as the “water
town on the plateau” because it
has many lakes. Thanks to its high
terrain, plenty intertwined rivers,
abundant rainfall and year-long
warm climate, Uganda is also known
as “Pearl of Africa”; Lake Victoria
within its territory is the headstream
of the African Blue Nile. Despite
the beautiful natural environment,
the people here still live a poor life
and are one of the least developed
regions in the world.
The connection between COMPLANT
a n d U g a n d a o r i g i n a t e d f ro m
Mandela National Stadium project,
which is a foreign aid project in early
1990s. The project was Uganda’s
largest and most advanced
comprehensive stadium at that time.
The stadium can accommodate
more than 40,000 spectators and is

This project integrates drug storage,
logistics and office integration with a
total investment of

130 million RMB yuan
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We Grow Together with Uganda
——How COMPLANT Fulfills Its
Responsibility Overseas
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From 1993, the Ugandan government
started to set up a national medicine
repository to procure, distribute and use
medicines so that local residents can
afford disease treatment and medicines.
The medicine repository has a unique
distribution network covering the whole
country and uniformly allocates medical
resources. This ambitious plan means
building a modern, standardized
medicine warehouse nationwide, which
must have suitable storage conditions
such as refrigeration, antifreeze, moisture
protection, light avoidance, ventilation,
fire prevention, insect control, and rodent
control.
“In fact, the project does not have big
economic benefits. The project mainly
involves cooperating with Global Fund
Plan to meet local medicine demands in
Uganda.” Project manager Piao Guilong
said, “In the future, Uganda will be used
as a basis to drive Rwanda and Burundi
to meet medical demands throughout
East Africa.”

Uganda pharmaceutical warehouse project site built by COMPLANT

still the main venue for all major mass events in Kampala.
In 1995, after completing Mandela National Stadium project in Uganda, COMPLANT
registered and established COMPLANT-Uganda Engineering Trade Co., Ltd. (hereinafter
referred to as COMPLANT-Uganda). From the initial material warehouse to Uganda
representative office of COMPLANT, and then to the registration and operation of the
locally-registered company, COMPLANT-Uganda is growing steadily in terms of localized
operation. Today, after more than 20 years’ development, COMPLANT-Uganda still
adheres to the model of localized operation, and more than half of employees working at
COMPLANT-Uganda head office are Ugandans recruited and trained locally. COMPLANT
has been taking advantage of its local businesses to help Uganda achieve long-term
sustainability, and these efforts have made COMPLANT a household brand in Uganda.
COMPLANT is also committed to "intensive operation" in Uganda and regularly mobilizes
local employees to participate in Chinese learning activities of the Confucius Institute.
In 2017, COMPLANT and a local design company jointly won the bidding of the Uganda
National Drug Administration warehouse project to rebuild the national drug warehouse.
This project integrates drug storage, logistics and office integration with a total investment
of 130 million RMB yuan. The project can triple the original storage capacity and will
become Uganda’s largest drug warehouse after its completion. This project will serve
as the “pharmaceutical warehouse” for 30 million Ugandans by preliminarily alleviating
the storage and transportation problems of emergency drugs. In addition, the project
brought thousands of jobs and was the first green environmental protection project in
Uganda that was powered by theroj-grid solar system”.

Funded by Global Fund, the Uganda
National Drug Administration warehouse
project is about 15 km away from the
capital city of Kampala, and includes the
construction of a warehouse with 30,000
shelves and corresponding supporting
office buildings, cold storage, equipment
maintenance workshop, etc. The total
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construction area of this project is about
30,000 square meters. Upon completion,
this project will effectively improve
Uganda's medical care situation and
pharmaceutical reserves. At present,
the main building construction of the
project has been completed, and road
construction, interior decoration, water
and electricity installation, and roof steel
structure are being constructed in an
orderly manner.
“We hope to build it into a high-quality,
high-standard landmark building, and
build a good brand reputation there,”
Piao said.
In the process of construction and operation
of overseas projects, COMPLANT-Uganda
Company also contributed to local
educational and cultural undertakings.
The Masaka school project in southern
Uganda is one example.
The Masaka School is more than 200
kilometers away from the capital city of
Uganda. It is located in a remote location
and the road is muddy. It takes more than
10 hours for a round-trip. In order to know
the construction progress and tackle
difficult problems in construction, Piao
had to set out in early morning. Within
one year, Piao Guilong visited the site for
more than 50 times.
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Children of the school often played
a ro u n d t h e s i t e. T h ro u g h s i m p l e
communication in local language, Piao
and his colleagues can understand these
children's expectations. High quality and
high efficiency have become a common
expectation. However, the harsh living
conditions in this remote area brought
many difficulties to the construction.
They had to filter drinking water by
themselves, and they also had to cope
with mosquitoes, malaria.... In this regard,
Piao said, “There are definitely some
difficulties, but we must face and solve
these challenges. I hope we can solve
some basic problems for more African
people.”
In March 2018, the project came to the
final stage, and Piao Guilong returned to
China. When handing over the work, Piao
Guilong specially told his successor to
remember to bring some candies to the
children.
Nowadays, the school has been delivered,
and the children have moved from the
temporary iron house to the new classroom.
Piao Guilong expects that he can visit here
once again, if possible.

Uganda pharmaceutical warehouse project site built by COMPLANT
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Social Responsibility Management

Stakeholders

Responsibility Model
SDIC adheres to the new mission of “addressing inadequacies for a better Life and guiding the emerging industries”,
and actively implements the five development concepts of “innovation, coordination, greening, openness and
sharing” as well as the company’s development strategies. It joins hands with stakeholders to promote social
responsibility practice and create the comprehensive economic, societal and environmental values.

Government

SASAC of State
Council
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Expectations to SDIC
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Communication mechanism
and approaches

•Boost national economy and promote social
development

•Working meeting

•Abide by relevant laws and regulations

•Daily communications

•Perform social responsibility

•Guarantee maintenance and appreciation of
state-owned assets

•Operation performance appraisal
supervision

•Ensure regulatory operation and management

•Working meeting

•Enhance corporate competitiveness

•Work reporting

•Sign cooperation agreement
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•Meet customers’ demands

•Provide guidance and support
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Customers

•Promote innovation
•Management, coordination and service

•Put people first
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•Contract execution

•Provide regulatory and high-efficient services

Addressing
Inadequacies
for a Better Life
and Guiding
the Emerging
Industries

Connectivity
of hearts

•Achieve reciprocity and mutual benefits
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SDIC has attached great importance to communications with stakeholders. It has conducted in-depth research on
requirements and expectations of stakeholders, spared no effort to turn their pursuits into CSR action objectives and
approaches, and effectively enhanced its own capability building. It has also established multi-level communication
channels with government, partners, customers, employees, creditors, community, and other stakeholders in an
all-around way to broadcast corporate responsibility ideas and dynamic information relating to social responsibility
fulfillment to stakeholders and strive to respond to their concerns.
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•Operation performance appraisal
•Meetings and discussions
•Research and investigation
•Day-to-day management

•Suggestions and feedback

•Provide competitive compensations and benefits

•Decision-making participation

•Ensure sustained and healthy development

•Work communications

•Emphasize risk management

•Organize activities

Community and the
public

•Determine operational targets

•Focus on trainings for employees

•Support and participate in social organizations

Social organizations

•Questionnaire survey

•Workers’ congress, discussions,
and trainings

•Pursue long-term value

Responsibility Communication

•Interviews and discussions

•Run enterprise by employees

•Keep stable operation

Creditors

•Products and services

•Abide by articles of association

•Regular communications
•Information disclosure

•Participate in activities
•Provide necessary support

•Provide accurate information in a timely manner

•Information disclosure

•Participate in community activities

•Press conference

•Jointly build harmonious society

•Exchanges and communications
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Diversified communication channels

Published the English version of Corporate Social Responsibility Report for 7 consecutive years
Issued “2018 SDIC Corporate Social Responsibility Report” in English and Chinese
Released the first “SDIC Overseas Social Responsibility Report (1995-2017)”
Released the first overseas social responsibility feature film
Released the first “SDIC Party Construction Report (2013-2017)”
Special report

Released the first “Innovation and the Future - SDIC Innovation and Development Report (2019)”
“SDIC Online” official account on WeChat and Weibo
Official client-side APP, official account on Tou Tiao and other news agencies

Media platform

SDIC public website, intranet, micro official website
SDIC internal magazine
Support SASAC’s “Blue Book of Corporate Social Responsibility of Central Enterprises (2018)”, “Blue
Book of Overseas Corporate Responsibility of Central Enterprises (2018)”
Support the compilation of the Basic Textbook of Corporate Social Responsibility (Second Edition)

Research and
exchange on social
responsibility

of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
Participate in activities such as “Sharing Responsible Public Welfare Lecture/China Tour/World
Tour/China Social Responsibility 100 Forum” to strengthen exchanges of experience with social
responsibility circles in various fields

CASE
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“Innovation and the Future” – SDIC’s first
innovation development report

Released the Chinese version of Corporate Social Responsibility Report for 11 consecutive years

Social responsibility
report
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CASE

The year 2018 is the 40th anniversary of reform &
opening-up and a key year for the innovation and
development of SDIC. SDIC spent 9 months exploring
industrial technology trends, site-visiting 14 innovation
enterprises, collecting 30 corporate cases, and having
in-depth exchanges with relevant experts. After many
revisions, Innovation and the future: SDIC innovation and
development Report (2019) was eventually compiled.

Report characteristics:

The full text of the report is composed of more than 80,000
words, with “science – S&T - technology” as the main line,
analyzing global trends, national strategies, researching
artificial intelligence, biotechnology, new generation
information technology, new energy vehicles and smart
cars, new energy and the development trend of emerging
industry technologies such as smart manufacturing.
Combing SDIC's innovative ideas and measures, the
report summarizes SDIC’s investment cooperation model,
and demonstrates SDIC’s innovative practices in the fields
of basic industries and strategic emerging industries. By
combining industry research with case presentations, this
report for the first time systematically demonstrates the
practice of SDIC’s transformation and innovative business
and displays SDIC’s concept and actions of “addressing
inadequacies for a better Life and guiding the emerging
industries ”.

Presenting 28 innovative business cases

Studying the technological trends of 6 major
industries
Sorting out 5 national innovation strategies
Summarizing 7 major innovation initiatives of
SDIC
Refining 6 major cooperation models of SDIC

Scan the QR code to view the
“Experience SDIC” feature film

SDIC launched the first CSR brand, the “Whole Heartedness
Initiative”, to make CSR fulfillment more recognizable
In 2018, SDIC innovatively proposed its CSR
brand- “Whole Heartedness Initiative”, which
clarifies its CSR structure and guides the
company’s social responsibility practice. This
initiative will provide guidance for creating
sustainable values in politics, economy, society
and the environment. At the same time,
the“Whole Heartedness Initiative” feature
film was released to explain the spirits of this
initiative.

“Whole Heartedness Initiative”-SDIC’s Social
Responsibility Brand
Start from Heart
Political responsibility

Operate with Ingenious Heart
Economic responsibility

Protection with Dedicated Heart
Environmental responsibility

Serving with Sincere Heart
Social responsibility
Scan the QR code
to view the “Whole
Heartedness Initiative”
feature film
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Connectivity of Hearts
Overseas responsibility
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Observe SDIC from the Press
Through video media, paper media, online media, television broadcasting and other resources, SDIC organized
a series of essays to commemorate the 40th anniversary of reform and opening up, the deepening reform of
state-owned enterprises, the company’s high-quality development achievements, opening-up development
achievements and party building effectiveness. Publicity and reporting will enhance stakeholders’ awareness and
understanding of the investment-oriented, structural adjustment and unique role of capital management in the
process of national economic development, and enhance corporate societal image and brand reputation.
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Publicity of high-quality development achievements
SDIC actively promotes its achievements during transformation & upgrading period to create an image of “new SOE”. By combining the
current economic situation and its own practice, SDIC vividly showcases the joint contribution & win-win scenario between SOEs and
private ones. In addition, by carrying out poverty alleviation publicity, it loudly passes the signal that “poverty alleviation is the biggest
social responsibility for today’s central enterprises”.

As of December 2018, central mainstream media initiated a total of 99 reports on SDIC. Among them, 12
relevant news were broadcasted on CCTV, Qstheory, China Daily, Beijing TV, China International TV and other
media; a total of 42 related articles was published in the journals of Xinhua News Agency, People’s Daily,
Economic Daily, People’s Political Consultative Conference, China Reform News, Workers’ Daily, 21st Century
Business Herald, Securities Daily, and other news agencies and newspapers, “State-owned Assets Report”,
“Outlook”, “Ziguangge” and other magazines; 45 reports on Internet and new media.

Publicity of the 40th Anniversary of Reform & Opening-up as well as the
Campaign of Deepening SOE Reform
In 2018, SDIC had a lot of highlights in terms of reform & opening-up achievement, reform & opening-up celebrities,
and reform experience. SDIC was successfully selected into the large-scale theme interview activity organized by the
Publicity Department of the Communist Party of China to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the reform and opening
up. Wang Huisheng, SDIC Chairman, was selected by the SASAC into the list of “40 years, 40 enterprises and 40
people”; SDIC’s experience in reform of mixed ownership was introduced and disseminated by mainstream media
such as People’s Daily and Xinhua News Agency.

On November 12, 2018, people.com reported the efforts of SDIC
Health in tackling the hardest problems in health & elderly care
industry by helping seniors with disabilities & dementia to have a
better life

On June 23, 2018, Paper of the People’s Political Consultative
Conference published I Love This Land - A Central SOE’s Practice
in and Reflections on the Use of Fund in Poverty Alleviation ,
reporting the work SDIC had done in fund-driven poverty
alleviation

Publicity of opening-up achievements
In combination with China’s new pattern of all-round development, SDIC organized publicity activities and reports on the successes that
China achieved in open-door development. Focusing on “Going Global” in a responsible way and narrating its overseas CSR stories, SDIC
kicked off its international publicity campaign by participating in a slew of diplomatic events, such as China International Import Expo (CIIE)
and Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC).
On October 25,
2018, CCTV gave
an exclusive
interview of Li
Haiyang, who
worked at OMO3
Sugar Plant
Project

On July 24, 2018, China Daily reported that SDIC Mining Investment Co.,
Ltd. and Nutrien signed Equity Purchase Agreement for Jordan Arab
Potash Corp
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On June 5, 2018,
CCTV reported
that COMPLANT
was building a
sugar factory
in Ethiopia and
fulfilling overseas
responsibility
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Core Ideas of

The company has 18 wholly-owned and holding subsidiaries, 151 wholly-owned and holding investment
enterprises, among which 8 holding listed companies form a "national investment" brand with certain influence in
the capital market.
In the future, SDIC will always adhere to the corporate purpose of “working for investors, for society, and for
employees,” take initiative to serve national strategies, fully leverage the leading and driving role of State-owned
capital in important fields and key industries, vigorously promote layout and structural optimization of State-owned
capital, and actively advance the pilot reform of restructuring State-owned investment companies, striving to build
itself into a world-class investment company.
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Since its establishment, SDIC has constantly improved development strategies, optimized asset structure, and
gradually developed four major strategic business sectors of infrastructure, strategic emerging industries, financial
and other services, and international business. After over 20 years of exploration and practice, SDIC has gradually
developed a distinctive mode of operation featuring “equity investment, equity management, and equity operation”
and “integration of capital operation and asset management.” Specifically, it is about obtaining equity through
investment, increasing the value of invested enterprises through equity management, and gaining profits through
equity transfer or equity operation, thus guarantee the maintenance and appreciation of State-owned assets.
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Established on May 5, 1995, State Development & Investment Corp., Ltd. (SDIC) is a State-owned investment holding
company approved by the State Council, and one of the important state-owned backbone enterprises directly run by
the Central Government. The registered capital of SDIC is 33.8 billion RMB yuan. By the end of 2018, the total assets
of SDIC were 582.3 billion RMB yuan, the financial assets under management were 755.2 billion RMB yuan, and
the consolidated revenue and total profits were 133.6 billion RMB yuan and 19.3 billion RMB yuan respectively; the
number of employees was about 45,000 people. By 2018 SDIC has been graded A-class in the annual performance
assessment conducted by the SASAC of the State Council for 14 consecutive years, and appraised as “ExcellentlyPerforming Enterprise” for four consecutive rounds.
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Corporate Strategies
First-class Strategy

Regional Development Strategy

Building first-class enterprise, reaching

Optimizing and integrating regional

first-class level, and achieving first-class

resources, building industrial cluster,

performance

and fostering regional comparative and

strategies and development
mechanism, promoting
and implementation of key
talent projects in a planned
and focused manner

Coordinated Development Strategy
Enhancing overall corporate competitiveness

an
ic d
es

Six Strategies
Four Strategic
Business
Sectors

Energy Conservation,
Environmental
Protection, and New
Energy Strategy
Increasing investment
in fields of energy

io
at
rn
e
t
In

conservation,
environmental protection,
and new energy, fostering
industrial advantages, and
developing new growth
points

Going Global Strategy
Promoting internationalization
process in accordance with business

by coordinating businesses, resources, and

mix of overseas direct investment,

management of different business sectors,

international engineering contracting,

projects and regions
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Organizational Structure of SDIC
Board of Directors

Corporate Leadership

Qian Meng

Board Member

Shen Ling

CFO

Du Wenmin

Vice President

Yang Xiaohui

Vice President

Hu Changyuan

Head of Discipline
Inspection Group

Zhong Guodong

Vice President

Audit
Assessment
Center

Information
Center

International Business
Companies with
mark(*)

Financial and
Other Services

China National Complete Plant Import & Export
Corporation (Group)

Rongshi International Holding Co., Ltd.

*

*

Invested
Companies

Invested
Companies

Invested
Companies

Invested
Companies

Invested
Companies

Invested
Companies

Invested
Companies

Invested
Companies

*
Invested
Companies

*

China SDIC International Trade Co., Ltd.

SDIC Property Management Co., Ltd.

SDIC Human Resources Co., Ltd.

China National Investment Consulting Co., Ltd.

China Electronics Engineering Design Institute

SDIC Asset Management Co., Ltd.

SDIC Finance Co., Ltd.

SDIC Capital Holding Co., Ltd.

SDIC Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.

SDIC Inspection and Testing Certification Co., Ltd.

*

SDIC Training & Support
Center

Department of CPC & Mass
Work (SDIC Party Group
Information Department)

Department of Audit

Leading Group Office of
Party Inspection

Discipline Inspection &
Supervision Unit

Department of Legal &
Compliance

Department of Finance

Department of Operation & Work
Safety Supervision

SDIC Health Industry Investment Co., Ltd.

SDIC Biotech Investment Co., Ltd.

Invested
Companies

The invested enterprises have established standardized corporate governance. According to the Company
Law, SDIC shall dispatch, appoint or remove members of boards of directors and boards of supervisors
of invested enterprises, and conduct comprehensive performance appraisal and supervision on the
management from economic, social and environmental aspects in accordance with fiscal year and term.

Invested
Companies
Invested
Companies
Invested
Companies
Invested
Companies

Invested
Companies

As business operation units, the invested enterprises shall be responsible for direct operation and
management of specific businesses, and served as the profits center of SDIC.

China SDIC Gaoxin Industrial Investment Co., Ltd.

*

SDIC Communications Holding Co., Ltd.

SDIC Mining Investment Co., Ltd.

*

As professional operation and management platforms, the subsidiaries shall be responsible for the operation
and management of invested enterprises, seek investment opportunities, boost business development, and
promote invested enterprises to improve operational performance.

Board of Supervisors

Management

Strategic Emerging
Industry

Infrastructure

SDIC Power Holding Co., Ltd.

The Group's headquarters focuses on strengthening the five core functions of strategic decision-making,
resource allocation, capital operation, supervision and evaluation, and party building. In terms of strategic
decision-making, SDIC has strengthened research on policy, industry and region, played a strategic leading
role, and fulfilled the industrial mission of state-owned capital investment companies. In terms of resource
allocation, SDIC has improved the talent management mechanism and coordinated the allocation of human
resources. Based on improving the return of state-owned capital, it has coordinated the allocation of financial
resources. In terms of capital operation, it has coordinated asset management and capital operations,
strengthened the capacity of mergers and acquisitions, and promoted the rational flow of capital. In terms of
supervision and evaluation, it has coordinated business operation, and promoted the enterprise management
according to the law, ensuring the efficient connection between external supervision and internal operations.
Coordinating the supervisions, exerting supervision and cooperation, and increasing accountability, SDIC
has optimized assessment and incentive mechanisms to ensure the preservation and appreciation of
state-owned capital. In terms of party building, adhering to the "Four Synchronization" and implementing
"two responsibilities" for combating corruption, SDIC has effectively exerted the core political role of party
organizations, clarified the legal status of party organizations in the corporate governance structure,
strengthened the responsibility of party organizations in the selection and appointment of enterprise leaders,
training, and supervision and management.

Department of Strategy &
Development

SDIC is a state-owned enterprise directly set up by the Central Government, and SASAC of the State Council
shall performs the contributor’s duties. SDIC has established a regulatory board of directors. The board
consists of 8 directors, of whom 4 are outside directors and 4 are non-outside directors (including 1 employee
director). The board of directors is the highest decision-making body of the enterprise, and the chairman is the
legal representative. The Company has established parent-subsidiary management mechanism with capital
as the linkage, conducting three-level management of headquarters, subsidiaries, and invested enterprises.

Department of Human Resources

General Office (Office of
Board of Directors)

Organization Management

Audit and Risk Management
Committee

Board Member, President

Compensations and Appraisal
Committee

Shi Hongxiang

Nomination Committee

Chairman

Strategy Committee

Wang Huisheng
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Prospects

The new era gives new missions, and new journeys call for new actions. SDIC will continue to hold
high Xi Jinping's Thought of socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era, actively integrate
into the pulse of the times, persist in reform and innovation, continue to deepen the pilot reform of
state-owned capital investment companies, promote structural reforms on the supply side, resolutely
fight the three major battles, and promote high quality development with "flexible hands".Following
the guidance of addressing inadequacies for a better life and guiding the emerging industries, SDIC
will move forward to the strategic goals of a world-class capital investment company with global
competitiveness.
SDIC will continue to adhere to the corporate tenet of "for investors, for society, for employees",
taking the " Whole Heartedness Initiative" as the starting point, fully fulfilling corporate
citizenship responsibilities, promoting social responsibility practices, and responding to the
needs of stakeholders' expectations to promote sustainable economic, environmental and social
development.
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Appendix
Financial Statements
Consolidated Balance Sheet
Project

Unit: RMB yuan

Consolidated Balance Sheet (Continued)

12/31/2018

01/01/2018

——

——

Money funds

48,056,027,872.97

49,556,067,603.33

Fixed assets

Settlement payment

12,139,710,558.45

10,796,646,903.33

Construction in progress

Removal of funds

0.00

792,000,000.00

Trading financial assets

0.00

0.00

43,975,321,390.87

32,153,495,095.03

Current assets:

Financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss
Derivative financial assets

Project
Investment real estate

Productive biological assets
Oil and gas assets
Intangible assets

Unit: RMB yuan

12/31/2018

01/01/2018

2,374,272,162.10

1,767,948,049.27

176,968,057,609.58

167,392,770,843.01

48,791,320,241.54

50,996,716,579.87

40,853.73

11,773.95

0.00

0.00

10,706,896,878.84

9,548,137,148.11

35,250,693.10

2,436,432.17

10,612,007,754.84

5,095,053,509.29

793,165,514.93

509,500,728.44

153,051,198.53

47,256,541.77

14,126,017,675.35

9,469,988,283.99

Goodwill

6,199,234,566.09

3,940,690,450.25

Long-term prepaid expenses

Receivable premium

0.00

0.00

Deferred tax assets

2,392,217,108.23

1,547,978,373.34

Receivables for sub-insurance

0.00

0.00

Other non-current assets

2,630,251,065.69

1,786,556,122.98

Receivables and reinsurance reserves

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,836,756,532.02

4,638,659,511.33

Total non-current assets

396,396,906,492.95

329,982,494,895.49

Buying resale financial assets

13,348,035,121.87

12,356,747,770.16

Total assets

582,283,206,121.63

493,710,673,378.25

Stock

16,047,942,181.62

8,705,473,689.55

4,383,464,205.67

1,813,797,887.99

Current liabilities:

——

——

7,380,914,246.60

3,708,178,491.96

Short-term loan

27,556,476,307.97

14,235,314,378.84

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

47,590,195.99

64,941,207.41

Absorption of deposits and interbank deposits

183,848,732.08

419,108,587.76

0.00

85,521,859.47

Unloading funds

7,000,000,000.00

7,100,000,000.00

25,956,612,334.92

31,120,689,567.14

0.00

0.00

185,886,299,628.68

163,728,178,482.76

873,603,731.74

200,249,600.00

38,872,611.98

72,954,385.41

14,885,947,302.13

11,978,167,356.35

Notes receivable and accounts receivable
Advance payments

Other receivables

Of which: raw materials
Stock goods (finished products)
Contract assets
Holding assets for sale
Non-current assets due within one year
Other current assets
Total current assets

Development expenditure

Of which: special reserve materials

Borrowing from the central bank

Trading financial liabilities
Financial liabilities measured at fair value through profit or loss
Derivative financial liabilities

Non-current assets:

Notes payable and accounts payable

——

——

458,592,881.34

639,944,374.07

Advance payment

7,704,074,431.98

8,459,235,035.12

0.00

0.00

Contract liabilities

0.00

0.00

54,294,065,883.05

46,602,694,645.05

22,248,175,495.10

17,994,378,160.60

0.00

0.00

224,026.13

22,522.58

181,742,695.34

152,677,373.10

3,258,067,779.43

3,494,113,225.18

Long-term receivables

12,386,760,984.86

8,904,077,107.09

Of which: Payable wages

2,660,396,711.32

3,029,696,005.59

Long-term equity investment

73,772,264,165.78

35,035,991,835.75

Benefit payable

6,436,204.01

6,547,062.44

Other equity investment

0.00

0.00

Including:Employee Reward and Welfare Fund

5,030,481.71

5,031,337.09

Other non-current financial assets

0.00

0.00

2,824,838,944.52

1,817,805,534.59

Issue loans and advances
Debt investment
Available for sale financial assets
Other debt investment
Held to maturity investments

100

Selling repurchase financial assets
Handling fees and commissions
Payroll payable

Taxes payable
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Consolidated Balance Sheet (Continued)

Project
Of which: taxes should be paid
Other payables
Coping with reinsurance
Insurance contract reserve

Unit: RMB yuan

01/01/2018

2,609,564,939.33

1,651,656,577.92

24,927,595,793.36

23,040,176,139.97

0.00

0.00

Less: treasury shares
Other comprehensive income

0.00

0.00
34,951,179,520.98

Agent underwriting securities

0.00

0.00

Holding liabilities for sale

0.00

0.00

Non-current liabilities due within one year

29,114,615,725.15

19,699,394,783.34

Other current liabilities

5,572,686,146.08

4,611,494,743.90

178,107,039,444.05

148,073,593,974.62

Total current liabilities

Protection with
Dedicated Heart

Serving with
Sincere Heart

Consolidated Balance Sheet (Continued)

12/31/2018

31,918,012,416.40

Agent trading securities

Operation with
Ingenious Heart

Project
Perpetual bond
Capital reserve

Connectivity of
Hearts

Unit: RMB yuan

12/31/2018

01/01/2018

2,984,655,000.00

2,984,655,000.00

16,260,854,008.65

5,398,935,138.92

0.00

0.00

594,380,871.55

3,983,906,966.23

-116,761,831.02

-282,129,740.43

Special reserves

33,760,324.47

17,569,987.83

Surplus reserve

957,022,063.62

719,177,891.44

Of which: statutory provident fund

957,022,063.62

719,177,891.44

Arbitrary provident fund

0.00

0.00

Reserve fund

0.00

0.00

Business development fund

0.00

0.00

Profit return for investment

0.00

0.00

Of which: foreign currency statement translation difference

——

——

Long term loan

139,481,005,730.62

122,271,447,316.94

General risk preparation

1,964,422,237.05

1,665,370,291.90

Bonds payable

75,219,431,797.77

63,472,850,373.67

Undistributed profit

27,910,707,207.16

23,327,979,986.88

Of which: preferred stock

0.00

0.00

Perpetual bond

0.00

0.00

84,505,801,712.50

71,897,595,263.20

2,316,332,576.22

1,059,693,773.55

0.00

0.00

Estimated liabilities

646,588,508.57

626,052,275.17

Deferred income

500,531,042.82

491,496,061.99

1,051,844,193.20

1,725,346,445.79

86,681,837.23

128,644,620.31

Non-current liabilities:

Long-term payables
Long-term payroll pay

Deferred income tax liabilities
Other non-current liabilities
Of which: special reserve fund

0.00

0.00

219,302,415,686.43

189,775,530,867.42

397,409,455,130.48

337,849,124,842.04

——

——

33,800,000,000.00

33,800,000,000.00

33,800,000,000.00

33,800,000,000.00

0.00

0.00

Collective capital

0.00

0.00

Private capital

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

33,800,000,000.00

33,800,000,000.00

2,984,655,000.00

2,984,655,000.00

0.00

0.00

Total non-current liabilities
Total Liabilities
Owner's equity (or shareholders' equity):
Paid-up capital (or share capital)
State capital
Of which: state-owned legal person capital

Of which: Personal capital
Foreign Capital
Less: Investment returned
Net paid-up capital (or share capital)
Other equity instruments
Of which: preferred stock

102

Total attributable to the parent company's owner's equity (or
shareholders' equity)
Minority shareholders' equity

100,367,949,278.65

83,963,953,273.01

Total owner's equity (or shareholders' equity)

184,873,750,991.15

155,861,548,536.21

Total liabilities and owner's equity (or shareholders' equity)

582,283,206,121.63

493,710,673,378.25
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Consolidated Income Statement
Project

Unit: RMB yuan

Operation with
Ingenious Heart

Protection with
Dedicated Heart

Last amount

121,380,437,741.61

89,403,340,194.92

112,903,855,055.00

79,387,387,124.34

3,718,515,895.88

3,718,177,982.43

0.00

0.00

4,758,066,790.73

6,297,775,088.15

2. Tthe total operating costs

114,661,618,561.46

82,600,939,982.03

Of which: Operating costs

86,588,816,299.67

59,480,167,231.87

Interest expense

2,923,721,806.92

2,188,299,101.48

583,663,907.25

674,733,590.87

Surrender

0.00

0.00

Net profit for continuing operations

Net payment of compensation

0.00

0.00

Termination of operating net profit

Export insurance contract reserve net

0.00

0.00

Policy dividends

0.00

0.00

Reinsurance costs

0.00

0.00

Taxes and surcharges

1,960,599,906.09

1,301,805,284.15

Sales expense

6,120,143,954.49

5,934,575,774.26

Management costs

4,863,950,003.70

3,945,443,146.54

10,047,142.69

1,228,610.45

373,168,615.58

297,975,113.78

9,250,451,400.84

7,851,193,617.42

9,280,883,933.77

7,911,435,615.31

192,831,489.47

144,142,285.34

0.00

0.00

59,125,228.26

20,203,317.51

(2) Changes in fair value of other debt investments
(3) Gains and losses from changes in fair value of available-for-sale
financial assets

Of which: Operating income
Interest income
Has earned premiums
Handling fee and commission income

Handling fee and commission expenses

Among them: Party construction work funds
Research and development expenses
Financial expenses
Of which: Interest expense
Interest income
Exchange net income
Net exchange loss
Asset impairment loss

1,997,102,666.92

926,747,121.66

Credit impairment loss

0.00

——

Other

0.00

0.00

577,719,751.58

986,442,626.18

11,278,079,219.60

10,457,227,389.04

3,397,433,839.86

1,143,523,167.23

9,765,093.27

8,953,115.69

0.00

——

-329,887,580.88

-20,936,219.15

89,123,717.97

24,489,698.98

18,343,619,381.69

18,258,576,823.63

1,238,356,872.23

254,419,174.76

52,580,651.83

68,773,660.65

993,811,054.18

9,341,361.25

Plus: Other income
Investment income (loss is marked with "-")
Of which: investment income from joint ventures and joint ventures
Exchange gains (losses are marked with "-")
Net open hedge income (loss is marked with "-")
Gains from changes in fair value (losses are marked with "-")
Asset disposal income (loss is marked with "-")
3. Operating profit (loss is marked with "-")
Plus: Non-operating income
Of which: government subsidies
Debt restructuring gains
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Final amount

1. Total operating income

Serving with
Sincere Heart

Project

Unit: RMB yuan

Final amount

Last amount

244,372,445.87

276,690,717.98

0.00

0.00

19,337,603,808.05

18,236,305,280.41

3,062,899,708.29

3,638,990,249.03

16,274,704,099.76

14,597,315,031.38

——

——

6,194,438,829.81

6,852,504,926.46

10,080,265,269.95

7,744,810,104.92

——

——

16,274,704,099.76

14,597,315,031.38

0.00

0.00

-4,897,661,024.78

702,630,374.54

-3,389,526,094.68

259,913,505.98

0.00

0.00

(1) Re-measure the change in the defined benefit plan

0.00

0.00

(2) Other comprehensive income that cannot be transferred to profit or
loss under the equity method

0.00

0.00

Less: Non-operating expenses
Of which: debt restructuring losses
4. Total profit (the total loss is marked with "-")
Deduct: income tax expense
5. Net profit (net loss is marked with "-")
1) Classification by ownership:
The retained profits belong to the parent company's owner
Minority shareholders' profit and loss
2) Classified by business continuity:

6. Net after tax of other comprehensive income
Net after-tax net of other comprehensive income attributable to owners
of the parent company
1) Other comprehensive income that cannot be reclassified into profit or loss

(3) Changes in fair value of other equity instruments investment

0.00

——

(4) Changes in the fair value of the company's own credit risk

0.00

——

(5) Other

0.00

0.00

-3,389,526,094.68

259,913,505.98

-573,601,191.75

447,875,598.53

0.00

——

-2,987,094,526.43

-240,416,794.78

2) Other comprehensive income that will be reclassified into profit or loss
(1) Other comprehensive income of convertible profits and losses under
the equity method

(4) The amount of financial assets reclassified into other comprehensive income

0.00

——

(5) Held-to-maturity investments are reclassified as gains and losses on
available-for-sale financial assets

0.00

0.00

(6) Other credit investment credit depreciation preparation

0.00

——

5,801,714.09

-35,477,515.51

165,367,909.41

87,932,217.74

0.00

0.00

-1,508,134,930.10

442,716,868.56

(7) Cash flow hedge reserve (effective portion of cash flow hedge profit and loss)
(8) Foreign currency financial statement translation difference
(9) Other
After-tax net of other comprehensive income attributable to minority shareholders
7. Total comprehensive income

11,377,043,074.98

15,299,945,405.92

Total comprehensive income attributable to owners of the parent

2,804,912,735.13

7,112,418,432.44

Total comprehensive income attributable to minority shareholders

8,572,130,339.85

8,187,526,973.48

——

——

(1) Basic earnings per share

0.000

0.000

(2) Diluted earnings per share

0.000

0.000

8. Earnings per share:
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Cash Flow Statement

Project

Unit: RMB yuan

Final amount

Last amount

——

——

121,453,252,027.25

88,225,610,832.30

-235,259,855.68

-678,578,626.08

420,920,608.88

-201,731,250.00

2,100,000,000.00

0.00

Cash received from the original insurance contract premium

0.00

0.00

Net cash received from reinsurance business

0.00

0.00

The net increase of depositors' deposits and investment funds

0.00

0.00

Disposal of the net increase in financial assets measured at fair value through
profit or loss

-9,866,673,767.43

543,002,673.99

Cash for interest, commission and commission

8,840,760,669.26

10,193,382,371.23

Net increase in capital

-1,179,300,416.67

-2,062,443,808.34

Net increase in repurchase business funds

3,420,649,208.23

4,223,499,150.86

408,672,712.04

1,384,944,585.53

13,650,535,967.60

4,938,538,402.12

139,013,557,153.48

106,566,224,331.61

87,846,233,759.70

57,177,757,914.13

Net increase in customer loans and advances

-181,761,492.73

605,041,870.67

Deposit the net increase in central bank and interbank payments

-143,295,470.88

87,380,474.10

0.00

0.00

2,246,985,785.03

2,020,902,723.05

0.00

0.00

Cash paid to employees and paid to employees

10,975,499,006.32

9,376,625,754.95

Various taxes paid

10,140,407,389.55

10,230,919,185.22

Pay other cash related to operating activities

23,307,357,129.46

25,956,307,619.10

134,191,426,106.45

105,454,935,541.22

4,822,131,047.03

1,111,288,790.39

1. Cash flow from operating activities:
Cash received for the sale of goods and services
Net increase in customer deposits and interbank deposits
Net increase in borrowing from central bank
Net increase in funds disbursed to other financial institutions

Tax Refund
Received other cash related to business activities
Subtotal of cash inflow from operating activities
Cash paid for the purchase of goods and services

Pay the cash of the original insurance contract payment
Cash for payment of interest, commission and commission
Cash paid for policy dividends

Subtotal of cash outflow from operating activities
Net cash flow from operating activities

Operation with
Ingenious Heart

Protection with
Dedicated Heart

Cash Flow Statement (Continued)

Project

Recover the cash received from the investment
Cash received from investment income
Net cash recovered from disposal of fixed assets, intangible assets and other
long-term assets
Net cash recovered from disposal of subsidiaries and other business units
Other cash received relating to investing activities
Subtotal of cash inflows from investment activities
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——

——

69,984,566,915.46

69,226,149,750.69

2,685,806,897.63

3,252,027,619.96

288,020,190.46

170,049,453.69

96,667,556.43

71,750,586.14

790,805,924.05

169,672,747.90

73,845,867,484.03

72,889,650,158.38

Connectivity of
Hearts

Unit: RMB yuan

Final amount

Last amount

14,346,026,388.10

17,528,345,588.28

97,142,506,377.90

77,409,777,682.80

0.00

0.00

4,454,676,676.48

27,986,612.12

842,047,364.75

323,072,833.46

Subtotal of cash outflows from investment activities

116,785,256,807.23

95,289,182,716.66

Net cash flows from investing activities

-42,939,389,323.20

-22,399,532,558.28

——

——

6,597,458,094.19

9,924,234,997.13

6,597,458,094.19

9,924,234,997.13

Cash received from the loan

88,748,753,709.71

64,602,660,123.00

Cash received from the issuance of bonds

12,499,669,811.34

8,299,758,490.57

Received other cash related to fundraising activities

17,287,492,726.08

15,718,734,236.68

125,133,374,341.32

98,545,387,847.38

Cash paid for debt repayment

72,141,469,536.87

71,268,295,714.77

Cash paid for dividends, profits or interest payments

16,526,269,599.57

16,296,460,460.09

4,546,017,739.80

5,061,410,400.10

1,113,950,054.18

941,782,158.09

Subtotal of cash outflows from financing activities

89,781,689,190.62

88,506,538,332.95

Net cash flow from financing activities

35,351,685,150.70

10,038,849,514.43

122,933,851.13

-149,529,694.36

-2,642,639,274.34

-11,398,923,947.82

61,727,241,690.88

73,126,165,638.70

59,084,602,416.54

61,727,241,690.88

Cash paid for the purchase and construction of fixed assets, intangible assets
and other long-term assets
Cash Investment
Net increase in pledged loans
Net cash paid by subsidiaries and other business units
Other cash paid relating to investing activities

3. The cash flow generated by financing activities:
Absorb cash received from investment
Among them: the subsidiary absorbs the cash received by the minority
shareholder investment

Subtotal of cash inflows from financing activities

Among them: dividends and profits paid by subsidiaries to minority
shareholders
Pay other cash related to fundraising activities

4. The impact of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents
5. Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Plus: cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period

2. Cash flow from investment activities:

Serving with
Sincere Heart

6. Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period
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Key Performance Indicators

2016

2017

2018

Total assets (RMB100 million）

4,671.16

4,935.52

5,822.83

Owners’ equity (RMB100 million)

1,346.71

1,557.03

1,848.74

Total operating revenue (RMB100 million)

870.45

894.03

1,213.80

Total profits (RMB100 million)

180.23

182.36

193.38

Total taxes paid (RMB100 million)

109.96

111.38

100.03

64.55

60.4

61.3

106.71

116.44

103.88

Profits of electric power sector (RMB100 million)

100

75

97.29

Profits of transport communications sector (RMB100 million)

1.09

5.23

21.61

Profits of financial and other services (RMB100 million)

67.5

59.37

53.92

241.22

333.03

376

206

116

130

2,928.45

3,162

3,408

1,266

1,289

1,517

1.5

1.8

2.4

53,513

64,144

74,208

116

167

110

37

29

17

EVA (RMB100 million)
Rate of maintenance and appreciation of assets(%)

Operating revenue of international business (RMB100 million)
Investment in capital construction (RMB100 million)
Holding installed capacity of electric power business (10MW)
Annual generating capacity of electric power sector (100 million kWh)
Annual throughput capacity of transport sector (100 million tons)
Investment for science and technology activities (RMB10,000)
Number of patents obtained (piece)
Number of patents for invention obtained (piece)

Protection with
Dedicated Heart

Indicator

Economic Performance
Indicator

Operation with
Ingenious Heart

2017

2018

Total energy consumption (10,000 tce)

891

836

1,173.5

Comprehensive energy consumption per RMB10,000 output value (tce/
RMB10,000; comparable price)

1.83

1.86

2.12

YoY change of comprehensive energy consumption per RMB10,000 output
value (%)

-7.26

+1.97

+13.75

Proportion of holding installed capacity of clean energy of electric power
business (%)

59.86

56.48

53.77

314.05

307.1

302.22

Equivalent of coal saved (10,000 tons)

12.13

30.71

30

Equivalent of CO2 emission reduced (10,000 tons)

30.33

79.83

81

100

100

100

Installation of flue gas denitration systems for coal-fired generating units (%)

100

100

100

SO2 emission (10,000 tons)

0.84

0.46

0.54

COD (ton)

312

219

124.6

2016 年

2017 年

2018 年

Number of employees (person)

34,516

37,712

44,932

Number of male employees (person)

24,486

26,337

34,580

Number of female employees (person)

10,030

11,375

10,352

1,887

3,197

7,220

100

100

100

18,000

22,000

23,500

4.77

2.35

3.28

24,682

24,403

24,506

0

0

0

Total external donations (RMB10,000)

5,899

4,427.13

6,401

Investment for fixed-point poverty alleviation (RMB10,000)

1,811

2,541.92

3,608.7

372.36

350.35

1,117.6

29

36

45

640

509

1,184

Standard coal consumption for power supply of coal-fired generating units
(g/kWh)

Installation of flue gas desulphurization systems for coal-fi red generating
units (%)

Society Performance
Indicator

Newly recruited employees (person)

Number of employees joined the annuity scheme (person)

Indicator

Spending on work safety (RMB100 million)

2016

2017

2018

Spending on energy-saving and emission reduction (RMB10,000)

226,156

100,419

97,820.40

Spending on “Three Simultaneities” of environmental protection facilities
(RMB10,000)

171,097

33,245

58,888.74

Spending on technological transformation for energy-saving (RMB10,000)

23,354

24,860

24,181.00

Investment in technological transformation projects for pollution treatment
(RMB10,000)

31,705

42,314

14,750.00
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2016

Signing rate of labor contracts (%)

Environmental Performance
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Sincere Heart

Number of participants of work safety trainings (person/time)
Death tolls resulted from work safety accidents (person)

Investment for aiding Xinjiang and Tibet (RMB10,000)
Number of poverty alleviation personnel dispatched (person)
Number of poverty-stricken students supported (person)
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Third Party Evaluation 1
The SDIC 2018 Corporate Social Responsibility Report is the social responsibility report issued by SDIC for 11

training. These practices have showed the efforts of SDIC in poverty alleviation and its sentiment and courage

consecutive years. SDIC actively offered its own “responsibility” to all sectors of the society. It not only reflects

to improve the poverty-stricken areas. In terms of pollution prevention, SDIC continues to increase investment in

the sincerity of SDIC's communication with stakeholders, but also shows that SDIC attaches great importance to

new energy and clean energy investment. It made special effort to accelerate the biofuel ethanol projects in an

social responsibility work.

effort to promote the low carbon transformation.By acquiring China Water Environment Group, and cooperating

The report focuses on the successful transformation and development of SDIC in 2018. The main part centers
on the Whole Heartedness Initiative, with five chapters on political, economic, social, environmental and
overseas responsibility. It comprehensively combed and demonstrated the performance and effectiveness of
SDIC's performance in 2018. Each chapter also vividly explained the typical practice of SDIC's performance
and responsibility in the form of "heart story". The report shows not only the progress of SDIC's sustainable

with the Chinese Academy of Sciences, SDIC promotes the ecological environment of Baiyangdian in Xiong'an,
and explored a reasonable market model for water pollution control. SDIC has also strengthened energy
conservation and environmental protection supervision in key areas such as Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, Yangtze
River Delta and Fen River-Wei River Plain. These practices fully reflect the determination of SDIC to implement
the green development concept, develop green environmental protection industry, and build a beautiful China.

development and social responsibility work, but also the spirit and responsibility of SDIC's courage and

Cultivating and promoting the Belt and Road Initiative. Enterprises are important practitioners of the Belt

dedication.

and Road Initiative. In 2018, SDIC acquired Arab Potash Company and Tialoc Singapore, and took

The main contents are follows:
Serving the national strategy with innovative development. Leading edge development matters national
destiny. It is the general trend of the world, and the urgnt need for development. Since the 18th National
Congress of the CPC, SDIC has been based on the overall situation of China's economic development. With a
high sense of responsibility, it has been serving the national strategy of leading edge development, and actively
promoting the reform, development, transformation and upgrading. In the past five years, SDIC has allocated
nearly 80% of its total investment in clean energy, strategic emerging industries, finance and other services, and
successfully achieved transformation and development. For example, in 2018, SDIC reorganized Jijiu Alcohol
Group, participated in the equity diversification of China National Pharmaceutical Group Corporation and

steady steps to implement the Belt and Road Initiative. COMPLANT paid attention to make business
development meet the local development needs. The OMO3 sugar factory under its construction was put
into operation and created a large number of employment opportunities for the local area; Adhering to
the localization development, the subsidiary of Complant of Uganda promoted cooperation with local
partners according to local conditions. At the first China International Import Expo, SDIC signed trade
import agreements with a number of foreign investors. These practices have made us see that in the
process of "going out", SDIC focuses on the combination of trade and investment and the integration
of industry and finance, gives full play to its own business and resource advantages, actively fulfills its
social responsibilities, and insists on being responsible while promoting Going Global strategy.

gained controlling share of CHSR. At the same time, SDIC vigorously carried out equity fund business, actively

Looking forward to the future, I hope that SDIC will further fullfil the requirements of the State Council,

operated a number of equity investment funds such as advanced manufacturing industry funds, and has

and continue to explore new paths, new methods and new models for fulfilling social responsibility in

effectively played the leading role and drived social capital to strategic emerging industries. These practices

the new era.I hope SDIC will take the Whole Heartedness Initiative as the starting point and constantly

fully reflect the innovation consciousness, pragmatism and responsibility of SDIC in promoting the high-quality

improve social responsibility, improve its image as a responsible company, provide more experience

development of China's economy.

for Chinese enterprises, create higher value for stakeholders and make greater contributions to China’s

Concentrating on the advantages and help win the three major battles. In 2018, the State Council's government

high-quality development.

work report pointed out that it is necessary to promote significant progress in the prevention and resolution of
major risks, increase the intensity of poverty alleviation, and promote greater progress in pollution prevention
and control, and win the overall well-off society. In the prevention and resolution of major risks, SDIC has
strengthened the construction of the risk control system and continuously improved the quality and efficiency
of assets; Giving full play to the role of professional risk management institutions, helping stabilize financial
market, SDIC has effectively realized the organic unity of "anti-risk" and "stable growth". In the targeted poverty
alleviation, SDIC continues to innovate on the basis of the six poverty alleviation modes featuring education
poverty alleviation, special poverty alleviation, engineering poverty alleviation, fund poverty alleviation
and cadre poverty alleviation,and made new explorations such as poverty alleviation through labor export,
"insurance + futures" poverty alleviation, consumer poverty alleviation, poverty alleviation through skills
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Third Party Evaluation 2
In the context of the new round of state-owned enterprise reform, SDIC, as one of the first pilot reforms of state-

which shows its confidence and determination to achieve green development. By expanding big health

owned capital investment companies, is constantly seeking new developments in reforms, coping with new

and elderly care industry, participating in the equity diversification China National Pharmaceutical Group

challenges in its growth, and seeking to identify its position and function in the national innovation system in

Corporation, and establishing SDIC Health, SDIC centers on the people, and takes people’s need and wish as tis

the context of building innovative country, while setting its mission as addressing Inadequacies for a Better Life

own, adopting practical steps to improve people’s beautiful life. In addition, SDIC earnestly engages in targeted

and Guiding the Emerging Industries. SDIC actively serves the national strategy and people's livelihood, and

poverty alleviation and public welfare. SDIC has established and managed the industrial investment funds

promotes the high-quality development and achieved transformation successfully. For 14 consecutive years it

of poverty-stricken areas of the central enterprises and the industrial development funds for poverty-stricken

has been awarded the A-class in the annual assessment of SASAC. During this period, SDIC has accumulated

areas, which have completed 103 investment projects in 27 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions

many illustrative experiences including how to promote social responsibility in a systematic way with great

across the country. It is expected to provide 480,000 jobs in these areas.

attention.

The report shows SDIC’s sincerity to communicate with stakeholders. SDIC's 2018 Social Responsibility Report

This 2018 SDIC Corporate Social Responsibility Report is the social responsibility report issued by SDIC for 11

further clarifies the connotation of Whole Heartedness Initiative with clear structure, informative data, concise

consecutive years. It has been rated as the five-star report by the China Expert Committee On CSR Report

language and unique design, and demonstrates the deep understanding of SDIC on social responsibility . In

Rating for the three consecutive years. The report elaborates on the new highlights, new breakthroughs and

particular, "Heart Story" tells the warm-hearted story of SDIC, which brings the distance between SDIC and

new achievements of SDIC's "Whole Heartedness Initiative" social responsibility brand building and social

stakeholders close, making the society has a better understanding of SDIC’s social responsibility.e.

responsibility, and comprehensively summarizes the practices and achievements of SDIC in fulfilling political,
economic, environmental, social and overseas responsibilities, showing a pioneering and enterprising SDIC.

It is hoped that SDIC will continue to adhere to the corporate philosophy of "For investors, for society, for
employees", insist on pursuing a harmonious win-win result between enterprise development and social

The report shows the responsibility of SDIC to serve the national strategy. SDIC has always focused on the

development, continue to strengthen social responsibility management, and work tirelessly for the people's

national development. In the major strategic issues such as leading edge development, coordinated regional

good life.

development strategy, and "Going Global", SDIC has always played its advantages as state-owned capital
investment company and led various social capitals to participate in economic and social development. SDIC
supports the development of high-tech industries through the operation of a number of industrial funds such
as advanced manufacturing funds; SDIC has also carried out direct investment, and established enterprises
such as SDIC Biotech, SDIC Intelligent, and SDIC Inspection and Testing Certification, to cultivate and develop
strategic emerging industries. SDIC also strengthens exchanges with central ministries, local governments,
scientific research institutions and enterprises, and promoting cooperation between industry, academia and
research, which fully demonstrates SDIC's dedication to promote high-quality development and serve national
strategy and social development.
The report shows SDIC’s sentiment to serve people's livelihood. SDIC consciously combines its development
with ecological civilization development, targeted poverty alleviation and other strategic campaign related
to people's livelihood, and promotes comprehensive, coordinated and sustainable economic, social and
environmental development. In recent years, SDIC has paid great attention in the field of clean energy,
increased investment in hydropower, wind power and photovoltaic, and vigorously developed biofuel ethanol.
With the acquisition of China Water Environment Group, SDIC expands its environmental protection business,
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Rating Report

Rating Criteria
The rating is based on the Chinese Social Sciences Institute's China
Corporate Social Responsibility Reporting Guidelines (CASS-CSR4.0),
namely, the China Corporate Social Responsibility Report Rating Standard
(2019) issued by Chinese Expert Committee On CSR Report Rating.
The rating process
1. The rating team reviewed and confirmed the "Confirmation of Corporate
Social Responsibility Process Reports" and other related supporting
materials;
2. The rating team evaluates the process and content of the Report and
prepares a rating report;
3. The Vice Chairman of the Rating Expert Committee, the leader of the
rating team, and the experts of the rating team will jointly comfirm the
rating report.
Rating Result
Process（★★★★★）
The Information Center takes the lead in setting up a report writing team.
The Chairman of the board determines the overall direction and key
nodes of the report, and is responsible for the final review. The Group
positions the report as an important tool for improving social responsibility
management, promoting the corporate social responsibility brand image,
and strengthening the communication with stakeholders. The group
identifies substantive issues according to national macro policies, major
corporate strategies, and interviews with relevant parties; The Group plans
to hold a special conference and will present reports in electronic form,
printed version, Chinese and English versions, etc.

Protection with
Dedicated Heart

Serving with
Sincere Heart

Connectivity of
Hearts

Suggestions and Feedback

Rating Report of SDIC Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2018
China Expert Committee On CSR Report Rating is entrusted by the SDIC to
rate the "2018 SDIC Corporate Social Responsibility Report" (hereinafter
referred to as "Report").

Operation with
Ingenious Heart

Dear readers,

A-Class of SASAC annual operation performance assessment and A-Class
rating in finance maintenance industry.
Readability ( ★★★★★ )
The Report is based on the theme of addressing Inadequacies for a
Better Life and Guiding the Emerging Industries ,with Whole Heartedness
Initiative as its framework. The report systematically presents the
company's practice and achievement in reform, management,
environmental protection, public welfare and other aspects. At the end of
each chapter, the "Heart Story" is set to show the actions and performance
of typical projects, which enhances the readability of the report. The
cross-page story highlights the social responsibility action, which not only
enhances the communication effect of the corporate brand culture, but
also enhances the recognition of the report.The QR codes embedded for
more interpretation enhance the dissemination and communication of
reports.
Innovation ( ★★★★★ )
The report starts with the sector of "SDIC has successfully achieved
transformation and development!" which responds to SOE reform, and
systematically presents the development ideas, promotion paths and
key achievements of the enterprise transformation and upgrading,
highlighting the value pursuit and responsibility. The report actively
responds to the supply-side structural reforms, major risks prevention, and
targeted poverty alleviation, and other national issues, which shows the
characteristics of corporate responsibility, and SDIC’s responsibility as a
central enterprise to implement macroeconomic policies. SDIC’s first Party
Building report and innovation development report showed a multi-level
and multi-form system featuring integrated report + special report, with
outstanding innovation performance.
Overall Rating ( ★★★★★ )
According to the rating team's evaluation, "2018 SDIC Corporate Social
Responsibility Report" is awarded five-star rating. It is an excellent
corporate social responsibility report.

Thank you very much for reading this report. For continuously improving the corporate social responsibility reporting work,
we are looking forward to your opinions and suggestions. Please help us fill the following feedback form, and feel free to
contact us by the following means:
Mailing Address: State Development & Investment Corp., Ltd.
Building A, International Investment Plaza, No. 6-6 Fuchengmen North Street,
Xicheng District, Beijing, China (100034)

Your Information
Name:
Company/Organization:
Tel.:
E-mail:

Multiple Choice Questions (Please mark “√” in the appropriate position)
Options

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

1. Does this report fully and accurately reflect the major impacts of
SDIC on economy, society and environment?
2. Does this report respond to the issues and disclose the
information concerned by stakeholders?
3. Does this report disclose clear, accurate and complete
information, indicators, and data?

Content ( ★★★★★ )
The Report systematically discloses key issues such as product quality
management, product innovation, occupational health management,
work safety, environmental protection technology and equipment
research and development, energy conservation, reduction of "three
wastes" emissions, and environmental protection around the plant, which
has excellent substantive performance.

4. What is your opinion on the readability of this report, i.e., the
logics, content design, wording, and layout design?

Completeness( ★★★★☆ )
The main contents of the Report covers 85.01% of the core indicators of
the industry from the perspective of "Starting from heart", "Operation with
ingenious heart", "Protection with dedicated heart", "Serving with sincer
heart" and "Connectivity of hearts". The integrity performance is leading.
Balance ( ★★★★ )
The Report discloses many downside information, such as the "accident
deaths toll", "environmental incidents", "debt restructuring losses", "asset
impairment losses", and the "after-tax net of other comprehensive income
attributable to owners of the parent company" in a loss state, which is an
excellent balance performance.
Comparability ( ★★★★★ )
The Report discloses 74 key indicators in the last 3 years such
as asset preservation and appreciation rate, number of granted
patents, investment in energy conservation and emission reduction,
comprehensive energy consumption per 10,000 yuan of output value,
signing rate of labor contract and total donation. It also made a horizontal
comparison of the 42nd ranking of China's 100 multinational corporations,
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SDIC 's social responsibility report received five-star
evaluation for the third consecutive year
Improvement suggestions:
More disclosure of downside data to improve the balance of the report.

Open-Ended Questions
1. What is the most satisfying part of this report?

2. What kinds of information do you think is not disclosed in this report?
Vice chairman of the expert committee

3. What are your suggestions for our future corporate social responsibility reports?

Rating team leader
Rating expert
Process assessor Ren Jiaojiao
Issue time: June 6, 2019

Scan code to get more
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International Investment Plaza, No. 6-6 Fuchengmen North Street,
Xicheng District, Beijing, China (100034)
State Development & Investment Corp., Ltd.
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